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MILLION DOLI LAR HARRMANTAKES COSTLY SPREE TO A Y o

FIRE

AND TWELVE ARE

TOWARDS

Cabin in Which He Slept. Destroyed

TWO ENGINES IN MONTANA
CARRY

OEAD

MEN TO DEATH

Excessive Rate Charges SHU Being Heard by Commissioner

Only Twenty-Fou- r
Bodies Recovered From Stuart Mine and
They Unrecognizable.

Fire and His Body
Burned to a Crisp.
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Prouty In Oklahoma.
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Special to The Evening Citizen.
Kelly, N. M.. Feb. 1. As the result of a spree. Indulged In
yesterday by a young man, named George Kelly, this- mining town e"
mourns hlrf horrible death.
Kelly, whowas about 22 year old, had a day shift on Ihe Key
He was in town and in- - e
mine, but yesterday he did not work.
dulged In strong drink. On returning to his cabin located at the e'
mine, on the hill, about a mile from the town, his night shift part- - e'
ner noticed that he was pretty drunk, and put him to bed, after e"'
which he went to work.
'
Early this morning, on leaving the mine and going to the
'
cabin, he discovered that the cabin had been consumed by fire
'
the dead
revealed
during the night, and a further investigation
"
body of young Kelly, burned almost to a crisp.
The unfortunate young man, whose spree cost him his life,
was a brother-in-laof J L Terry, superintendent of the mine,
which Is under the management of C. T. Brown, of Bocorro. The
father of the deceased, James Kelly, Is a ranchman near White
Water canyon. Last summer Kelly was a butcher at the town
camp, and had been mining only the past few months. The re- mains will be buried at Kellv.
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BOOSTERS

SALARIES

THE NEW 0- 1-

TESTIMONY
Till Next Week Though Jury

Completed Today After
Two Discharges.
New York, Feb. 1. The morning
sessions of the Thaw trial ended today without the selection of a man to
complete the twelve needed to try
were
the case. Thirteen talesmen
examined, the defense twice Interposing peremptory challenges
when it
seemed that the trial Jury was about
completed.
Rumors
that another
Juror, possibly two more, may be extoday,
Is
In
again
circulation
cused
mid when Justice Fitzgerald set back
the hour for the afternrfun session to
l':30 at the request of District Attorney Jerome, It was generally understood that there was to be a further
weeding out of the trial panel. All
hope that the taking of testimony
ran be reached before next week has
been abandoned. The court will not
Thaw's counsel consit tomorrow.
tinued today to ply talesmen with
questions as to what consideration
they would give to the plea of Insanity.
During this part of the examination the defendant seldom looked
at the talesmen, but kept his glance
upon the table before him.
The Thaw Jury was completed this
afternoon.

i:KItRT snows

i:okmois

IMMIGRATION TO CANADA.
Ottowa, Feb. 1. The annual re
port of the department of the interior has been Issued today. There
was an increase of MSs7,43! in the
gross revenue of the department
and the area of land disposed of by
land companies holding grants from
double the
the crown was nearly
These
Soreage sold during 1904-results, the report says, should be
possible
the strongest
considered
ground for prosecuting with Increased vigor the land and immigration
The
policy of the administration.
total revenue from Dominion lands
for the past decade was $13,139,941,
as compared with 2,343,834 for the
preceding ten years. The homestead
entries for 1906 were 41,869, compared with 30,819 for 1905. In 1896
the entries were 1,857. The entries
for the past year represent a totalpopulation of 105,420 souls, over 65,000 of those Immigrants who came
to Canada last year settled on
lands. The report says that
Into with the
h. contract was entered
of
Bobbins Immigration company,
London. England, for Immigration of
S80.673 acres lying to the west of
Medicine Hat. This will greatly assist a district which requires irrigation to develop its full possibilities.
for
The average price obtained
n hool lands
in Alberta was $11.55
per acre and in Saskatchewan $14 32
er acre.
5.
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TELEGRAM FROM A
NATURAL HORN ROOSTER
Canon City, Colo, Jan. 31.
Frank McKee, Commercial Club, Albuquerque, N. M.
Shoot oft two sticks of dynamite
for me or I'll have a fit.
D. K. B. SELLERS,

OFFICIALS
And Not the Per Cent Plan,
Gov. Hagerman and Local

Merchants

"While I believe that it Is best to
the salaries of county officials on
a percentage basis, as I have recom
mended In my message, still I am not
wedded to the idea In the sense that
I would insist upon the salaries being
lowered In this way. I am very anxious to have the legislature get at It
In some practical way that will redound to the best interests of the
people, and If it can be done In some
other way I am perfectly willing to
lend my support, so long as there Is
an actual reduction of the salaries.
To my mind this salary reduction
measure and legislation which will
prohibit gambling are the two most
Important measures which wilt receive the attention of the legislature
for some time to come. There is a
universal demand for both.
"But to arrive at a flat basis for
fixing a straight salary in most of the
county offices would prove a very difficult matter, indeed. I fear," he continued, "and especially Is this true In
the Instances of the county assessors
and treasurers. Putting the assessors
and treasurers on the percentage
bnsls at a new and more equitable
classification Is, in my opinion, the
most feasible way of getting at the
matter at the present time.
"If that method is the wise one and
the most practicable Idea, If it Is in
accord with the people's views. It
would afford a more permanent solution to the problem than fixing It on
a straight salary basis.
"The demand for a reform In salaries Is no more urgent, however,
than the enactment of laws that will
prohibit gambling.
"Nearly everybody in the territory
Is In favor of prohibitory legislation"
The
which will shut out gambling.
people have tolerated It long enough
and now Is the time for them to exThe
press their opposition to It.
gambling issue Is one you cannot
straddle. The individual Is either for
It or against it, an.l lie should get on
one side or the other. I believe the
majority will be arrayed with the opposition."
fix

PASSENGER AGENT BROWN
SENDS LETTER OF REGRET
El Puso. Tex., Jan. 30, 1907.
Maynard
Gunsul, Secretary of the
Mr.
Albuquerque Boosters' club, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Pear Sir: I have your Invitation to
be present at the organization of the
Canvassers Have Finished Boosters' club Thursday night. I am
much obliged for this invitation and
Getting Names-- If You Are If it is possible will be on hand. I
know that if I keep up with
Overlooked Say So.
crowd, I will have to be
In at the start and will try to be In
at the finish, even if I burn off a
The canvassers for the new direc Journal. This is my country and will
tory soon to be issued by The Citizen be glad to do anything I can to pro
Its Interest.
Publishing company have completed mote
Yours truly,
their work of gathering names and
W. R. BROWN.
the revision thereof is about to begin.
The desire of the publishers Is that THE GREAT JAMESthis shall be the most correct as well
as the most complete publication of
the kind ever Issued In this city, and
TOWN EXPOSITION
with that end in view they appeal to
all those who may for any reason
have been overlooked in the canvass
Norfolk, Va., Feb. 1. Three cento take the initiative and hand In
turies ago, three tiny storm worn
their names and addresses at once.
vessels, leaving the boisterous AtlanNothing can be of greater importance to the city at large and to the In- tic behind them, passed through the
dividual in particular than the posses- portals of the nation's finest watersion of an up to date and accurate way, and came to an anchorage uplist of citizens and their residences, on the serener bosom of Chespeake
together with banks, business houses, Hay. The vessels bore the royal
institutions, etc.
In order that this charter, for the settlement of an
may be accomplished in the present English colony In the domain
of
instance, the
of all our Virginia, signed by the king and
citizens Is most earnestly solicited. sealed with the seal of a nation, and
Especially is the help of the proper little did these pilgrims dream of
officers of churches, lodges, societies that far greater bond of fate, moand clubs of all kinds in tills city mentous in the affairs of time, and
desired In the furnishing of the names heavy with the seal of destiny, which
Where they landed
of their officers and such other sta- they carried.
tistics as are usually set forth in city Is now a bronze tablet with the fol
lowing inscription. "Near this spot
directories.
April !6. 1607, Captain
Much has been heard here lately landed
of boosting Albuquerque, and a most Gabriel Archer, Christopher Newcommendable spirit has been shown port, Hon. Geo. S. Percy, BartholoEdward Wlng-flelIn the recent doings inaugurated by mew Gosnold, and
others,
with twenty-fiv- e
who
Why not transthe Boosters' club.
and
late this into practical form in aiding called the place Cape Henry
this necessary project of directory-makin- g planted a cross April 26, 1607. Del
unequaled Gratia Virginia
Condita."
After
to a heretofore
some weeks of exploration
of the
completeness?
One pf the ways in which this may shores of Chespeake Bay and what
he brought about is for every bank, Is now called Hampton Roads, the
manufacturer, wholesaler and mer- ships sailed up the Powhaten river,
christening It the James, and selectchant In the city to
through a liberal patronage of the ed as their future home an island
advertising columns, and another Is which they called Jamestown In honby personally seeing to it that those or of the king. The Intention had
items In which they are particularly really been to found this settlement
Interested are by no chance omitted at Roanoke Island on the site of
Raleigh's 111 starred colony but a
from the work.
violent storm drove the ships to the
ISSVK OK $30,(MM),OUO OF
north of Chespeake Bay, where the
preSTOCKS AND BONDS. inviting aspect of the shores
Three
New York, Feb. 1. Comptroller sented an alluring prospect.
Metz today Issued $30,000,000 four hundred years have passed away but
per cent stork and bonds of the city. the ancient heroes names are not
The corporate stock to the amount forgotten.
or $23,000,000 will be used for various municipal purposes and will be ST. LOUS GETS ItALMMtN
RACE FOR OCTOBER.
payable on Nov. 1, 1956. Corporate
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 1. There are
stock to the amount of $2,750,000 to
provide a water supply will be pay- already sixteen entries for the interable on the same date. Corporate national balloon race which will be
stock to the amount of $250,000 for held here in October. The entry list
the New York public library will be closed today but so many inquiries
payable in 1956 and assessment have been made by European aerobonds to the amount of $2,200,000 nauts as to conditions, etc., that the
will be payable in 1916. All the closing date has
been fixed for
stock has been subscribed for.
March 1st.
d.

Interviewed.

Governor Herbert J. Hagerman
was a pleasant caller at The Evening
Citizen office this morning, where he
readily consented to be Interviewed
by a representative for this paper re
garding his attitude on the reduction
of the salaries of county .officials, as
expressed in his message to the legis
Incidentally, an expression
lature.
was secured from the governor ancnt
gambling and his recommendation of
He said in
prohibitive legislation

part:
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ANGRY

TODAY

MOOD
Brother of Late Banker Hip
pie Followed Example
add Suicides.
Both Houses Were Evidently
Mississippi River Is Raying
Impressed With Need of
Havoc Below Mouth of
SON OF GEN. MAGRUDER
Doing Something.
Ohio River.
DIES AT ROME. ITALY.
New York. Feb. 1. Herbert Selg- ThFhEAVIEST
ert, an Inventor of International rep ALPS BET
utation, died Wednesday night at his
home in Westfleld. N. Y. The United
II
SNOW
States patent office had Issued him
INJWEKTY YEARS
over fifty patents, several being for
rock drills and air compressors. His
drills made possible the
President Asked If He Will Veto development
great engineering feats of the last Earthquakes Widespread and Dequarter of a century.
Oklahoma Constitution If Jim
structive Are Rcpoted by

HOUSE COMMITTEE FAVORS

imoonr.n too mi cii ovf.r
THK FALL

Crow Cars Adopted.
Washington, Feb.. 1. The. house
today resumed consideration of the
i i
river and harbor bill.
Cotton Investigation Approved.
The house committee on Interstate
and foreign commerce decided' today to make a favorable report on
the Livingston resolution, providing
for an Investigation of the New York
cotton exchange by the department
of commerce and labor.
The resolution Is an amended form
of the Livingston and Burleson resolutions and extends investigation to
all cotton exchanges, as well as New
York, dealing in futures.
Wording of Resolution;
Representative Loverlng, who will
report the bill for the committee, said
today that the New Orleans and New
York exchanges were two of the prin
cipal ones dealing In fututres, but
that Memphis a'nd St. Louis exchanges have some dealings of that
sort. The resolution follows:
"Resolved, That the secretary of
commerce and labor, through the
bureau or corporations, be and he Is
hereby requested to Investigate the
causes of fluctuations In the price of
cotton and the differences between
the market price af various classes
of cotton. Said investigation shall be
conducted with the particular object
to ascertain whether or not said fluctuations In prices have resulted in
whole or In part from contract and
deliveries thereon made upon cotton
exchange dealings in futures, or are
the result of combinations or conspiracy which Interferes with Interstate commerce."
Committee Won't Approve.
A
of the military affairs committee of the house by a
strict party vote, laid upon, the table
of Representative
the resolution
Slmms, of Tennesse,. commending the
president for his action In the discharge of the colored soldiers engaged In the "shooting up" of the town
of Brownsville, TexaB.
The democrats voted solidly against the moSimms will now try to bring
tion.
the motion directly before the house.
:
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WERE PRESENT

THAW TRIAL NOT HELP ALONG WITH

WHAT
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Chicago, Feb. 1. The Record-He- r
ald says today: Edward H. Harrl 4T
man has begun to extend the juris e
diction of the Harrlman system of
officers over the Illinois Central. An
official circular has been Issued an
nouncing the appointment of H. P.
Thrall as superintendent of mails for
the Illinois Central. Thrall has been
superintendent of malls for the Un
Ion Pacific, the Southern Pacific, the
Oregon Railroad & Navigation com
pany and the Oregon Short Line, for
about two years. - Whether other
changes are contemplated It is lmpos
slble to learn, but it is reported that
J. C. Stubbs and Julius Kutschnltt
may have authority over traffic, and
operation and maintenance, respec
TWELVE OF SHIP'S C REW
PERISH FROM COLD tively.
London. Feb. Life boats from
SCORE
morning
Hartlepool
this
rescued TWO KILLED AND LOCOMOTIVES,
INJURED ON
twenty-fou- r
of the crew of the BritMissoula, Mont., Feb. 1. Two enish steamer Claverlng, ashore at the
mouth of the Tees, including Captain gines, upon which were riding a
Scott. The bodies of nine Lasfcars, number of men who had been break- D. K. B. Sellers and Passenwho died of exposure during the ing a snow blockade near Saltez,
night, were thrown overboard, mak- Mont., plunged over an embankment
ger Agent Brown Send
ing the total number of deaths twelve near Deborgla, yesterday, killing two
score,
some
Injuring
nearly
a
and
The vessel is breaking up.
Communications.
seriously.
HOMES OF RECOVERED
RATE CHARGES
MINERS VXRECOGXIZABLE EXCESSIVE
Indications today are to the effect
DISCUSSED IN OKLAHOMA.
Charleston W. Va., Feb. 1. Twenty-fOklahoma City, Feb. 1. Charges that in spite of the great crowd presour
bodies, all mangled beyond of excessive rates against the Mis ent at the mass meeting of the Boostrecognition, have been taken from sourl, Kansas & Texas and the Frisco ers' club, held at the Elks' opera
the Stuart mine at Oak Hill, and it were taken up at this morning's ses house last night, not all were present
Is expected that by this afternoon it sion by Commissioner Prouty.
of a
Be who would have been glad
will be possible to get most of the fore' beginning the session he read a chance to be had It been possible.
other fifty bodies, which are certain telegram from a Texas miller protest- This is shown In the communications
to be In the mine. The officials be- ing against a twenty-cerate on received by various members of the
lieve the total dead to be between 75 flour and wheat to Fort Worth, and committee and officers of the club too
and 81.
late to be read before the meeting,
asking a date for hearing.
1
of which the- - following "are samples:

Harrlsburg, Feb. 1. Eight buildings in the center of the business district of the city were either destroyed or badly damaged by Are early
this morning, involving a loss estimated at a million dollars. The
Grand opera house. In which were
Ave stores, was also destroyed.
The
Park hotel and the Columbus hotel
were badly damaged.
The United
Telephone
building, the Security
Trust building, The Bijou theater, college block, the Harrlsburg Gas company building, and others were damaged. The fire started from an explosion In a hat store In the opera
house block.

TO TAKE ANY

P

MINER AT THE KELLY

Eight Buildings In Center of Consolidation of Illinois CenBusiness District,
tral Soon to be Followed
by Others.
the Scene.
GOEHSHORE

1

Tha Evening Cltlitn, In Advance 9ft per jreat
Delivered by Carriers, CO tMti par montK.

INVENTOR,

FIRST STEPS

by

STEAMER

CONGRESS SOME

HUE

-

in Tilt: senate..

Washington, Feb. 1. Senator Patterson, of Colorado, today presented
the credentials of Simon Guggenheim,
his successor in the nenate. Guggenheim was present and was introduced
to many senators.
Charge on GiikkpiiIh-Iiii- .
Hearing upon the bill to give a government charter to the Alaska Railroad company for its projected railroad from Cordova bay to a point on
the Yukon river, was continued today
before the senate committee on territories.
of
Andrew F. Burleigh,
New York, one of the promoters of
the railroad, declared the opponents
of the bill were trying to corner the
copper fields of Alaska, and their
plans would be Interfered with If the
railroad Invaded the field.
It Is
charged that Simon Guggenheim,
senator-elec- t
from Colorado, was
Identified with the movement to semonopoloy
on
cure a
the Alaskan
copper fields.
President Hasn't Answered.
The president has received a resolution passed by the constitutional
convention of Oklahoma, asking him
if he would approve the constitution
if it should contain certain provision
upon the "Jim Crow" car question.
No answer has an yet been received
from the president.
I'REMDLNT WRITES OF
X' HIS APPRECIATION
Cliristiniii, Norway, Feb. 1. In a
letter to Foreign Minister Lovciand,
who is president of the Nobel committee. President Roosevelt, who was
awarded the peace prize on December 10 lust, writes that he will value
the diploma, and medals so long as he
lives and after death they will be
highly valued by his children. The
It)
informing
president.
Minister
Lovelaud of his disposition of the
money part of the prize, adoVd thut
peace among the various classes of
society In modern civilization Is of
Just as great Importance as that between nations.
He believed, there-fiM- -,
thut the use to which he is putting the money, Is entirely in sympathy with the alms of the Nobel
foundation.

MAJORITY OF T X PAYERS
FAVOR STRAIGHT SALARY.
This afternoon ; representative of
The Evening Citiz. n called on a few
of Albuquerque's heaviest taxpayers,
submitting to thtin the following
question:
"Presuming you are in favor of reducing the presei.t high salaries obtained by the cour ry officials of New
Mexico, do you fivor the per cent
plan suggested in the governor's
message, or the placing of county officials on a straight salary, so the tax. Tl'RBINES ORIt:ilt:i
payers will under-tan- d
what actual
FOR ENGLISH NAVY.
are
such officials
compensation
London, Feb. 1. In marine engipaid?"
neering nothing has made greater
M. W. Flournoy. vice president of advances recently than the Parsons
"I think turbine engine, and there will
the First National bank:
be
the salary plan the best."
Important developments In this line
contractor soon in the navy. In point of fact
W. W. Strong, retired
and builder: "I am heartily In favor the admiralty has resolved that In
of all county oltirluls being paid a future all British warships will be
The taxpayers will fitted with turbine engines. This has
stated salary.
then know exactly the amounts paid been determined after the most comout for salaries, which would be im- plete investigation and trial, the depossible under the per cent
rision being mostly due to the splenB. A. Sleyster, ftre Insurance agent: did success of the battleship Dread"I am opposed to any kind of a per nought. The fact that turbines are
cent plan for the payment of sularies being Installed in the kings new
to county officials: in fact, to any kind yacht, now under construction. Inof officials. There are plenty of com- dicates the drift of admiralty feelpetent men who are willing to take ing, and with the exception of some
those offices for a reasonable stuted unimportant craft, such as river
salary."
boats, etc., turbines will be all powFrank McKee. cusihior of the First erful In the navy. Russia is reported to be laying down two huge tur.
(Continued on Page Five,)
bine battleships.

Delayed News.

OF HIS BROTHER
Philadelphia, Feb. 1. Edward P.
Hippie, brother of the late Frank A.
Hippie, who ended his life last summer after wrecking a real estate
Trust company, of which he was
president, committed suicide today by
shooting himself. He wa about 70
years of age and had been In the real
estate business. The cause Is unknown, but It la believed he brooded
ever the tragic end of his brother.
SON OK

Memphis,

ILLt'STRIOl'S

SI IIU 1KAI IN ITALY
r,
Rome, Italy, Feb. 1. Henry
son of the confederate general
John Bank head Magruder, who died
in Houston, Texas, In 1871, is dead.
He had been traveling In Italy with
his niece, Miss Buckner, who nursed
him during Ma illness.
Mag-rude-

1.

Many

pensile

re-ma- ins

cted
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GREAT SNOW RAGING
IN THK NORTHWEST.
St. Paul,' Feb. 1. The weather of
1907
will long be remembered
throughout the northwest as the
most terrible season the Inhabitants
have- experienced in all their lives.
The suffering throughout states along
the Great Northern have been Intense and the country has been on
the edge of starvation and freezing
to death. The coal dealers of the
section have proved to be
producers, and when the railroads have been covered with snow
banks as high as the barns, things
indeed look dreary.
hand-to-mou-

Feb.

are moving from their homes In
northern part of the city, aa a rrwlt,
of the breaking of the protet .tham,
levee built by the city a year acta..
The levee gave way early today, asMC
the district north of Poplar boulevar '
and west of Fourth street la now
feet under water. If the
reaches forty-on- e
feet, which
seems probable, a larger area, ummw
the business portion will feet the effects.
Advices from Marlon. Artt
state that the levee at Holly Bonn.
intact, although a break la
at any hour.
Should a
crevasee occur at Holly Bush, the- enSt.
tire
Francis basin In Arkansas
will receive a rush of waters.
At
Helena, the northern part of the efrrjp
Is flooded from a break In the ausflw
lary levee, and the people of that stta-trl- ct
have been housed elsewhere. A
steady downpour of rain Is recordes)
from the Vicinity or Memphis. last
night.

Arkansas Abo Involved.
Charleston, Ma., Feb. 1. The overflow of the Mississippi river, which ti
filled with great bfocka of floating: Ics.
has swept away two residences and la
school houoee at Do rent, a vtlhare
twenty-fiv- e
miles south of here, tie
toss of life Is reported.
Parent In
not on any railroad.

th
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WESTERN ALPS VISTTKD
UOVKIINMKNT
BY irNPUECEDKNTKO SKOWk
Grenoble, France. Feb.
AFTKR COAL MINKS.
U Tfce
Winnipeg. Manitoba, Feb. 1. The heaviest snow in twenty years baa
Hon. W. R. Motherwell, provisional fallen in the westeren Alps. It Is five
minister
of agriculture has bId feet here.
lengthy conferences with the Whyte
.
with regai 3 to the coal supply of MOI.lI GROUND STtl.
Saskatchewan province.
SHIVERS AND SIUKKH
Motherwell
San Francisco,' Feb. 1. The fiahv-m- on
has appraised white of the fact that
Islands, In the south seas, were,
the local government of Saskatchewan Is profoundly Interested In the visited by a frightful earthquake
months 'ago and so heavy was.
fuel question so much that they are
now considering the advlslbillty of the force that the earth was opened
purchasing a coal area from the Do and deep gorges created. The entire
minion for the purpose of operating nppuranre of the Islands has been,
it on1 the public ownership principle. changed by the great upheaval; but
Mr. Motherwell Is still Investigating so fur us can be learned there was
the matter and the project Is becom- no loss of life. It Is deemed probable
ing more Important every duy. The that the quake was the one recorded
further settlement of the country, on seismographs In various parts of
which Is proceeding so steadily, will the world, but which was believed, tm
greatly depend on Mr. Motherwell's have occurred at sea. The news
was brought yesterday by the steamefforts.
er Slrrea fromb Apia. It reached.
ANTICIPATE. THOIRLK
Samoa by a trading schooner from
WITH DOIKIIOKEKS. the Solomon group and the details
Calgary, Feb. 1. Some of the are very meager.
Dnukhobers here are proving
TiiNUuinhi
a Visit.
Melbourne, Feb. 1. Several earthunreasonable and It has become
necessary to send a special mission- quakes were felt Tuesday In Tasary among them In the person of mania, no damage was done but tbe
the Rov. John McDougall, of Saskat- people were greatly alarmed.
Shxx-kr- t
chewan province. A strong majority
Continue at Klngnton.
m
Is Insisting on becoming naturalized
London. Feb. 1. Governor
has notified the colonial ef-ft- ce
and also insist on living a comthat slight shocks of earthquake
munistic life, and none other. The
greater part have settled down, but continue ut Kingston.
a remnant has proved so unyielding
that arrangements are In progress ICE tTTTING ON
by means of which they will be enTHK HUDSON IUVEIC
t'atsklll, N. Y.. Feb. 1. )c eat--i
abled to lead this life. Mr. McDougall is engaged In this work at pres- ting has proceeded on the Uudsun
ent.
river with steady progress since It
commenced in January, and the a- pect of a full crop, if not an ex- -i
I'ERRI'ARY 27 TO ItE
LONGFKI.IOW DAY. ceptlonally large one, are excellent,
Agustu, Me., Feb. 1. An order ap- The zero weather of the third week
pointing February 27th next as Long- in January helped things ernaxinjrly
fellow day, in observance of the one and the Icemen Improved the eppnr- -!
hundredth anniversary of the poet. tnntty to the utmost. The conditions
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.
has in Kngland are reported to be still
been passed In both branches of the ' better, every lake and river bavins
Maine legislature.
been frozen with thick, heavy Ice.
SI IT. OF SC HOOLS OF
Altl.ONA l.l'.GINIiATCRH PASJSKS
BASTROP, TEXAS. KILLED
AMI GAMBLING BILL TODAY
Bastrop, Texas, Fell. 1. Col. J. t
Plnenlx, Feb. 1. The legtalative
IOdinonds, superintendent
of schools assembly today passed and the g-- of
this city, was shot and killed In ernor signed u bill, previously poaK-froof tile postofflre today. Oreat ed by the council, repealing the
prevails, and a prominent uu- permitting licensing of gambling
citizen of Bastrop is suspected of the in Arizona. The new law takes effect
crime. No arrests'have been made. 'April 1.
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BILL INTROOUCED TO ABOLISH
T ERRITO

RlAMWOU NTE D POLICE

Relative to Jury Commissioners
Reported Favorably-B- ill
to Abolish
Fish and Game Warden

Bill

Is Introduced.
Special lo The Kveoing Citizen.
Santa Fe, Feb. 1. The council
met at 2:30 this afternoon unl
until Monday ut a p. m.
The house met at the same time
and after the introduction of bills adjourned until Monday at
p. in.
The Judiciary committee favorably
reported council bill No. 1. relative to
the appointment of jury commissioners. The bill passed the house without dlssentlon.

Mr. Mirabal caused a mild Mentation hy Introducing a bill to rep- -!
the law creating Ihe mounted police-forc-

.

The lilt was referred to th
committee on territorial affaire.
Mr. lieucii introduced a bill hitvin
exactly Hie purpose which wua wm
lo Ihe .in,e conuiullee,
Mr. Mirabal alfc.i introduce.! a lil!
lo uliolihh tlie otiiee of fish and gaio
arden.
The other bills were of a minor

5yjJUQUI2lQUE

VAGK TWO.

rates within the district. Thl
Bdlon war recently tnken liy the
management of the allied railroad
systems, nnd will result In the Im9Mi Ml Wsskty
mediate construction of receiving staTfee Citizen Publishing Company tions In the Cripple Creek yards of
the Midland Terminal, Golden Circle,
Mania! IWIIm far tranamUakx thrash the Florence A Cripple Creek, and Coloits
rado Springs ft Cripple Creek railmill likuntur.
roads. In these stations the ores will
le temporarily stored pending removal to the mills, where they will
be hnuled by teams. Later an aerial
tramway will be constructed for this
purpose.
In

I'M

EVENING CITIZEH

AFTER SHE WAS

ntk4

OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

TO HARDEN

CONVICTED AS

EVENING

citizen.

enlisted the aid of the police In the
search for them.
Their home was destroyed by fire
a few nights ago, and an attempt was
made to burn the store.
Wleboldt said he would take Ms
daughters temporarily to the home
of E. Collermnn, a cousin. The family never went there, however, and
W. A. Wleboldt, mlllonalre manufacturer, says ho has canvassed the
homes of every other relative, and
can find no trace of the missing.
Fire Attorney Hogan says the fire
In the department store started In
three places at once, In piles of
baby carriages, and not a
doubt exists that it was of Incendiary
origin.
Whether there was any connection,
however, between the plot to burn
the family out and Its subsequent
disappearance, Is not known.

Manhattan, Nev.: The recent new
strike of gold ore here In proving sensational, and seems likely to bring a For Murder of Her Mother.
revival of the boom days. Ore
Woman Escaped But Is
averaging over $90 to the ton was exposed In a vein said to be over three
Located.
feet wide and In a shaft that has been
sunk but 33 feet. The foot wall or
the hanging wall has not yet been
IIATKS REDUCER FOR TIIK
encountered, and there seems to be
BENEFIT OF EL PASO.
HARTE
every evidence of depth and perma- DAUGHTER
El Paso, Texas: According to Innency. Ore shipments are expected
formation received by A. W. Chees-mato begin shortly, and the strike Is
general agent of the O. II. &
INMATE OMPOORHOUSE S. A., the seaboard differential
the topic of discussion throughout the
to 101
camp.
Pano will be abolished and El Paso
placed on the same basis as Texas
Baxter Springs, Kans.: Mining oppoints.
Tho change will
erations In the lead and zinc camps El Paso Gets Still Further Kcduc common
take effect February 21st on first-claof the southwest have been somewhat
shipments, and on the 26th on
hampered by adverse weather condition on all Railway
commodities.
tions, but the mine operators them-si-KThe rate Is. the lowest ever given
Rates.
were never more confident.
El Paso and Is the same which the
The roads of the district are In poor
chamber of commerce has urged for
condition, but this Is being rectified
It will be reClevelund, Ohio: Detectives from the past two years.
One road Is
s rapidly as possible.
being made from Quapaw to the Mls- - Pittsburg, with the help of the Cleve- membered that a year ago the chamland police, hope soon to have under ber petitioned the Interstate comDii mine, which will add materially
Uellsteln, the merce commission to place El Paso
valuable property. arrest S. Dertha
o that already
The general prosperity of the district wealthy Pittsburg matricide, who last on a basis with Texas common
points, but the petition was never
a evidenced by the extensive building fall escaped from the Dlxmont inperations now under way, both for sane asylum at Pittsburg, and has acted upon.
The reduction now comes volunbeen missing ever since.
mining and commercial purposes.
Miss Uellsteln, who possesses n tarily and Is a great surprise to El
Las Vegas, Nev.: What Is known considerable
fortune in her own Paso business men. A reduction of
twenty cents on the 100 pounds from
s the Sunset district Is proving to be right, killed her mother and attempthighly mineralized, having been the ed suicide, but recovered.
After a New York to El Paso Is made under
center of extensive volcanic distur- long trial she was declared Insane, the new table. The following rates,
bances in past ages, which produced and sent to the asylum. She climbed which are the rates from New York
or chimneys of down a fire escape and leaped into a proper to San Antonio, will apply to
enormous "blow-outs- "
$1.54, $1.35,
rich ore. Mining engineers and geo waiting automobile and made he. El Puso:
$1.19 and
$1.08 for the first, second, third and
logists who have recently examined escape.
the formation assert that the mineral
Instead
A report reached Pittsburg that a fourth classes, respectively,
Iron cap, a certain prominent and wealthy man of $1.74. $1.54. $138 and $1.29,
veins have the
permanent
good Indicator of rich and
living near Pittsburg was seen on
ore at depth. A range of lava cov- - the streets of Cleveland with the
dlHtrlct,
red hills surrounds the
missing heiress. The home of this TIIK MYSTIC S1IKINE IS
which has an area of about 21 square man was called by telephone from
OltUANIZKD IN MKXICO.
heretofore
region
has
miles.
The
Mexico City: The Anezeh temple
Pittsburg, and It was learned from
being
prospectors,
by
been shunned
a servant that the man was in Cleve- of the Ancient Arabic Order bf Noknown as a range of ma la pie hills.
So the detectives hastened to bles of the Mystic Shrine has been
land.
established, with President Dlaa an
Vancouver. H. C. : The recent bond- - Cleveland.
The man must have passed them honorary members and Charles H.
ng of the Ouggenheims of several
potentate.
opper claims on Sooke harbor and on the way, as they found their man Pullen,
The establishment of this temple,
returned home.fThen they called
ech river has revived a story of had
telephone, and which has a jurisdiction over all of
several years ago regarding a large him by
Mexico, was by A.
Clayton, as Imtreasure said to be burled at Leech- - he said he had Just returned from perial potentate for P.North America cf
They asked him what
ton, near the creek. It Is suggested Cleveland.
and he gave the Ancient Arabic Order of Nobles
that If the Guggenhlm prospectors he had been doing here,
persons he said of the Mystic Shrine, this being the
should ever run the district they may the names of several
and only temple that Clayton
It he had been visiting. Upon Investi- first
et stumble upon the treasure.
as imperial potentate has or will esseems that a dying man In San Fran- gation his story was found to be tablish while he Is at the
head of the
cisco confessed to a Jailor who had false.
It Is claimed that he took Miss American Shrlners.
befriended him that many years ngo
The appointment of Charles H.
he had stolen $60,000 and bured It at Uellsteln to the theater while here,
as potentate of Anezeh shrine
a spot marked on a map of the Leech and that he has known her for a Pullen
have was made at the time of the estabThe detectives
river In British Columbia. Ail at- - long time.
of the temple. He is a well
empts to locate the treasure have so reasons to think that she Is in a cer- lishment
tain house on fashionable Prospect known resident of Mexico, having
far been in vain.
lived In the City of Mexico for more
street, and Is In hiding.
than ten years, and Is a prominent
Patagonia, Ariz.: The mining In
Mason.
terests of the Wrlghtson copper dis- DAUGHTER OF BRET HARTE
This was the beginning of the great
IN
PORTLAND,
PAUPF.lt
ME.
satisfaction
new
drawing
trict are
City.
Portland, Me.: Mrs. W. II. Steele, Shrlner meeting In Mexico
from the events of each week, and
the first ceremonial session of
the Increasing activity noticeable in formerly Jessamy Bret Harte, daugh When
Anezeh shrine was held, more
all the large camps is exciting the ter of the poet, Bret Harte, has been the
than seventy novitiates had their
most favorable comment. Capital is sent to the Portland poor house. 111, feet
warmed on the hot sands of the
flowing freely Into the development penniless and apparently friendless.
and finally were admitted to
of new properties, and many new and It is alleged by her husband, who is desert,
order.
important undertakings are being re- now somewhere in the west, that his theFollowing
ofthe Initiation
the
ported,
The Mansfield group of wife's tastes were so expensive that
He novitiates a banquet was given the
mines are rapidly coming to the front. he couldn't keep her In funds.
Shrlners
newly
and
elected member1?
The latest feature being the penetra- - says he sent her $15 a week, but this at an amusement park
at the foot of
tion of the true fissure vein by cross- wasn't enough.
Chapultepec
castle.
cutting at the first level. The ores
are now being raised and laid upon N VI INK'S MISTAKE CAUSES
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
DEATH OF AN INFANT.
the dumps with a view to. shipment
Baltimore:
The mistake of a Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
to the El Paso smelter. Much Inter
est Is being taken In the proposed nurse caused the death of Etta Fln- - Tablets. Druggists refund money if
daughter of it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
plans for the new town of ManBtleld, kelstein, the week-ol- d
which is expected to assume an Im Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Flnkelsteln, signature is on each box. 25c.
portant place In the development of 049 North Caroline street, yester
FEE'8 HOT CHOCOLATE, WALday.
the Wrlghtson district.
It was necessary to give the Infant TON'S DRUG STORE.
Washington, D. C: The director
dose of castor oil. in getting the CANADIAN FA KM EKS
of the mint estimates Nevada's gold medicine, however, the nurse mis
TO CiO TO KNtil.AND.
production for 1906 at $11,000,000. took a bottle containing a bottle of
1.
Ottowa,
The minister of
This estimate is entirely conservative, carbolic acid and glycerine for the the InteriorFeb.
has decided to send a
and some of the best judges are in- castor oil bottle, and administered a number of Ontario
farmers over to
clined to believe that the figures will dose of the poison to the little one. the old country to Interest
the agriprove altogether too small, for the A few minutes later the mistake was culturists there in
Ontario
reason that many new properties dlscovered, and a physician was sum Is especially In wantCanada.
of farm laborhave been brought to the production moned. Every effort was made to ers, and It is thought the
stage within the past few months and save the child's life, but all to no determined on will resultpropoganda
In meethave been producing carload after effect, as It died several hours after ing the demand to a large extent.
caiload of ore averaging thousands of the dose had been administered.
These men chosen for the 'work will
dollars to the ton In gold. The same
get 1100 a month and expenses. A
official predicts a production of $20,- - MERCHANT AND PACfillTKKS
similar experiment In the case of
000,000 in gold for Nevada for the
MYKTKKIOt'NLY
MISSINti. western Canada was tried some few
coining year. It seems more than
Chicago: William It. Wleboldt, a years ago with magnificent results,
likely that this estimate also will fall rich department store
proprietor,
missionaries from Manitoba and
below the mark, for many sensation and his two grown daughters, have the
the territories arousing the keenest
al strikes have been made even since disappeared.
Their relatives have Interest everywhere they went,
this estimate was published, and similar strikes are to be expected month
after month throughout the year.
I oO
There is
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covery Coming From
Montgomery. Ala.
CONDITIONS

FWEATHER

HAMPER ARIZONA

MINING

Other Interesting Mining
News Gathered From all Parts
of the Country.

ffluch

Montgomery. Ala.: A process for
and tempering the precious
nctali without alloying them Is
TkUiBtd to have been discovered by
A. d'P. Wearer and J. E. Carney of
tbla city. The process can be used in
the treatment of gold, platinum, silver, eta. Mr. Weaver says that his
method greatly reduces the fusing
Lbs metals and Imp.i :'a to
Jnutiit
UtesB hardness in some Instances
that of the best hardened
vteeL
Further developments nre
availed with great Interest.
WrdtroUur.

lf

long-distan-

Unprecedented
the Jerome
Kilning district have compelled mine
operator to resort to coal Instead of
wood for fuel, the coal being carried
from Jerome on burroughs. The fall
T rata and snow ..as been very heavy,
rreatly hampering the work at the
Jerome.

Aria,:

wrtthor conditions

In

ntlWBB

Ore shlp-Ma- tf
ISrecken ridge, Colo.:
have been continuing steadily
fount the Wellington mine, the company being under contract to deliver
eventy-flv- e
tons daily to the Colorado Zinc company. The ore is haul- the mine to the railroad on
and from there sent, by rail
to South Ienver for treatment. Three
railroad cars are filled dally.

to

tnt

Preparations for

the miaing exhibitions to take place

feu Madison Hquare Garden are going
forward rapidly. William M. Porter
tmm the matter In hand and reports
met
that the liberal
lth both here and In the west Is

soost encouraging. The United .States
sreoksKlcal survey will also very probably extend its aid to the enterprise,
ao that it is safe to predict a notable
success, and mining Interests in gen
eral will undoubtedly be greatly bene-

fitted.

Ithyolite. Nev.: The price of seats
members in the newly or
xaulsed Ithyolite mining stock ex- tuge has been fixed at $100 each
ale of fifty additional seats at
Xrao each has also been authorized
and practically all of these have been
taken. The exchange will proceed at
nee with the erection of a building,
hot the Brat regular call Is expected
to take place in February. There
tiave been over fifty applications from
otatde brokers and mining men de
oa of membership.

te charter

Tin:

sometimes nrrcAary, but we
l
iiKin tho turrit of our
good
und fair dealing with
every customer, to insure our
continual success In the drug
business.
I

h'H-in-

A'LVARADO

--

tloldtirld. Nev.: Thousand of
liuulers are still pouring into
e

Golilfieid. and this in spite of the
xeverlly of the winter, poor train str-sl- i.
Know, blizzards, an "thiiiii 1" i s
of lutxl and fuel. An inspect ion of
many camps shows very wide spi
in
activity throughout liereparations for the coining spring.
Everybody M?ems well supplied with
loouey and prepared to unit what--n-- r
adverti conditions may arise.
id
the women of the ra'uin put
and display an
uti a brave front
k mount of fortitude that dues tln-i-

rretlil.

i

PHARMACY
Cor. Gold Ave. and Firtt St.

B. H. BRIGGS &
CO. P Proprietors

--

sis hopkins"

I.VlTEil

American People

IN

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Kull Set of Teeth
(iolil I llllng

(oltl Crowns
I'ulnlcss Extracting

$1.50 tip
$6

60c

WOIIK ABSOIXTKLY GUAR
ANTEED.

ALL

zen.

f. copp,
N. T.

n.
ROOM

12,

ARMIJO BLDO.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 19, 190G.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing-nameclaimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of
March 3, 1S91 (26 Stats., 854), as
amended by the act of February 21,
1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that said
proof will be made before the probate clerk at Los Lunas, N. M., on
January 26, 1907, viz: Mariana Chavez de Otero, for the Small Holding
Claim No. 2647, situate In Sec. 36, T.

llrling. Miss Melville's
has
Kiven her this season the bent coin- p.my and production she has ever
had. Tuesday, February Mh.

Iiiliiis t'lti'nur, Fell. II.
The American mind delights In pi
itics and this fact may account for

the popularity which Shakespeare's
great tragedy of statesmanship, "Ju
Hum t'acrai'."
has always had. It Is
a picture of great natures moved by
t retneiidoiis
picture whose
events:
i epresentat ion requires
not only arlis
tic Illness, but intellectual robustness,
lis three gieat characters. "Brutus.
"i
and Marc Anthony." have
each in turn i i i
the most cm!
neiit players to display their best tal
cuts. Yet il Is "Marc Anthony" with
lits personal grace. Ills polish of man
tier alio yet with tempestuous oratory
aud passion, once ins nature is Ntit
red lieyond the surface, that inost a
peals to the puhhc imagination.
was this i Ii.ii r
in which I'hul,l:. I l.ui fail it attained
an
complete recognition as one of th
gieat actors on the American iM.iki
is Ihls character which lie u II
and
again portray during Ins i i.aK'-ni- ' ii
at the Elks' opca house on Monday
ua y II.
. I

-

ji-u--

hnllli-.ll.il,-

11

I

Yipple ('reek, Colo.: The milling
industry uf the local gold (.imp has
(live us your ROUGH DRY work
lifeu given, a fresh impetus by the Monday, and get it hack Wednesday
ouuuuceuieiit of reduction in haul- - Imperial Laundry Co. ,

FOR SALE The Claude Ulrard prop
erty on west Mountain road. Inquire on premises or at No. 300
North Broadway.
FOR SALE Majority of stock in established and paying retail business. Incorporated.
Owner wishes
to leave city. Address No. 1126,
Dally Citizen.
Hea"3
of
KIR SALE Twenty-eigtine Jersey cows.
Can be seen at
Hunters' wagon yard, 200 North
Rroadway. Come and see them.
The price will be right.
FOR SALE Snap Lots 13, 14, 15,
in block B, Simpler addition No. 2,
only $600.
$60 cash, balance in
Installments of $15 per month.
Write J. C. Phelan, Fresno, Calif.,
or see E. 11. Dunbar, 224 West
Gold avenue.
ht

LOST.

Pocket book containing
two
bills; finder return to
this office and receive reward.
7 N., R. 2 E.
STRAYED.
He names the following witnesses STRAYED
17, one Jersey
January
prove
adto
his actual continuous
cow; branded open II. Return to
verse possession of said tract for
1500 South John street. Mrs. P. M.
twenty years next preceding the surGavin.
vey of the township, viz:
For any disease of e sxln there Is
Francisco Aragon y Baca, of Los
nothing better than Chamberlain's
Lunas, N. M.; Anlceto Aragon,
It relieves the Itching and
Orona, Qulrino Samore, of Per- - Salve.
burning sensation Instantly and soon
alta, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest effects a cure. Sold by all druggists,
against the allowance of said proof, HAIR DRESSER o AND
CHIROPOor who knows of any substantial reaDIST.
son under the laws and regulations
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
of the interior department why such 209 West Railroad avenue,
d
is
proof should not be allowed will be
give
to
thorough
treatscalp
given an opportunity at the above ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
mentioned time and place to cross bunions and ingrowing
She
examine the witnesses of said claim- gives massage treatment nails.
and maniant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal curing. Mrs. Bambini's own
preparacf that submitted by claimant.
tion of complexion cream builds up
MANUEL R. OTEHO.
the skin and Improves the complexRegister.
ion,, and Is guaranteed not to be inSmall Holding Claim No. 2547.
jurious. She also prepares a hair
tonic that cures and prevents
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
and hair falling out; restorel
to dead hair; removes moles,
Department of the Interior,
Land life
warts and superfluous hair. Also a
Office ut Santa Fe, N. M.
face powder, a freckle cure and pimDec. 29. 1906.
cure. All of theso
Notice Is hereby given that Santi- ple cure and pile
are purely vegetable
ago Urirgo of Carpenter. N. M., has preparations
compounds. Have Just added a vifiled notice of his Intention to make
machine for treatment of
final five-yeproof in support of brator
scalp,
and cure of wrinkles. It
his claim, viz: Homestead entry No. Is alsoface
used for rheumatism, pains
10,301 made Nov. 20, 1906, for the
and massage.
SVj NE 14 and lots 1 and 2, Section
3, TownBhlp 9 N., Range 6 E., and
Wise Counsel from the Sooth.
that said proof will be made before
"I want to give some valuable adH. W. S. Otero, United States Court vice to those who
suffer with lame
Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. back and kidney trouble,"
says J. R.
M.. on Feb. 5, 1907.
Blankenshlp. of Beck,
"I have
He names the following witnesses proved to an absolute Tenn.
certainty
that
prove
upto
his continuous residence
Electrio Bitters will positively cure
GOOD for the American on,
and cultivation of, the land, viz: this distressing condition.
The
people that's why we started
first
VenceBlado Ortego, Salomon Grle-gbottle gave me great relief and after
to make Cascarcts Candy
Darlo Chavez and J. R. Carpen- taking a few more bo teles. I was comCathartic. The first box ua J : ter, all of Carpenter, N. M.
pletely cured; so completely that It
I
MANUEL R. OTERO,
its appearance in 06, and
becomes a pleasure to recommend
Register.
this great remedy." Sold under guarendorsement c;
antee by all druggists. Trice 50c.
the people has been bestowed
NOTICE I 'Oil PUBLICATION.
upon Cascarets ever shut.
Our ROUGH DRY work don's have
The sale today is at the Department of the Interior, Land to be washed
over. Imperial LaunOffice
at Santa Fe. N. M.
rate of OVER A MILLION
dry Co.
Gull-lerm-

..O.ST

five-doll- ar

o

pri-pare-

dan-dru-

ff

ar

NOTHtu

o.

BOXES A MONTH, proving that the American people recogMiss Rose Melville will lie seen
nize, that what is BEST FOR THEM is none too good.
again this season In "Sis Hopkins,'
that charming pastoral comedy of
Why this enormous patronage ?
Indiana rural life, which has been
The answer is simple: Cascarets are pure, Jean, sweet,
sen by theatergoers In all parts of
the country fur the past six years. Si mild, fragrant, harmless but effective little tablets for the treatpopular is Miss Melville and her ment and cure of Constipation and all Bowel Troubles.
They
nualnt portrayal of the udd little are put up in neat little enamel boxes, easy to buy, easy to
country girl that she has been booked
or purse), easy to take and easy of action,
straight through the coining seasoi tarry (in-until next June, her tour Including always cliable, always the same, they "work while you slep"
trip to the I'acltie coast. Mr. J. I
and wake you up feeling fine in the morning.
manager,

iw.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Pianos, Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10
and as high as $200,
Loans are
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Goods remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from a
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
,
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

Nice, New, 6 Room

HOUSE
Finely I iirnU. ., Fireplace.
Horse,
Buggy. Harness, Hay, Etc.

$3300
POR TERFIELD CO.
110 West Geld Ave.

two-stor-

Dec. 29. 1906.

Notice Is hereby given that I.ut-lOrtega of Chlllll, N. M.. has filed notice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproof in support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
entry No.
6.702 made Dec. 10, 1901. for the
W
NE4 and EV4 NW14, Section
12, Township 8 N.. Range 6 K., and
that saiit proof wll be made before
vest-pockH. W. S. Otero, United States Court
Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
M.. on Feb. D, 1907.
names the following witnesses
They not only regulate the movement and stimulate the muscu'ar walls cf to He
prove his continuous residence upi.he bowels, but they keep the ENTIRE CANAL CLEAN and antiseptic, forcing
on,
und cultivation of, the land, viz:
out and destroying; all disease germs that breed in the accumulated filth unl-Francisco Ourcla, Kstolano Ortega,
promptly and regularly discharged. Therefore, they are a great preventive of
Lorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter,
disease, aod may be taken continuously as a precautionary measure.
all of Chlllll. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTKRO.
The new Pure Drugs Act, adopted by Congress on June 30, 1S05, ar' in
Register.
cITect January 1, 1907, is a GOOD LAW and means better and PUiiER
druS (or the American People. We endorse it and will live up to it in
purmcatiov.
SPIRIT and LETTER an easy task, as we have always been actuated
oiici:
by the tame principles and no changes are required in our formula or pstlt-- s Department of the Interior,
Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
r;e.
We adopted OUR OWN PURE DRUG LAW in 1896 when the first
Dec. 29, 1906.
Notice Is hereby given that Jesus
box c' Cascarets came on the market and have lived and worked and pro
Ortega of Chlllll. N. M., has filed
duced under it ever since.
after a record of nearly 100.000,000 boxes sold, Cascarets STAND notice of his Intention to make final
the greatir in PURITY. QUALITY and MEDICINAL MERIT than any five-yeproof In support
of his
clrlm, viz; Homestead entry No.
ether preparation for Bowel trouble in all the world.
6.703 made Dec. 10, 1901. for the
This should bj a great argument for any one, to try Cascarets AT SW'm SWU, Section 1. V
NW4
CMCE, and be healthier and happier for it. Some people have CHRONIC and NW4 SW14. Section 12. TownCONSTIPATION with all the horrors derived from it; others have HAB- ship li N.. Range 6 E.. and that suld
ITUAL CONSTIPATION from ctrelessness and neglect, but nearly proof will be made before 11. W. S.
KVERYBODY has OCCASIONAL
CONSTIPATION, which, if not Otero, United States Court Commistaken care of is liable to result in its degeneration into the worse sioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
and cause great suffering and perhaps death.
lrrrsCascarets,
Feb. 5, 1907.
if taken patiently and regularly, will remedy all of these
He names the following witnesses
Evfu! troubles, but if taken promptly at the very first sign of an irregularto prove lils continuous residence upity cf the Bowels, will ect s the FINEST PRKVENTIVE ever discovered on, and cultivation
of, the land, viz:
;.::d will keep all the machinery running in good order.
753
Francisco
Estoluno ortego,
Sanchez and Edward Carter,
We advise you to get a little 10c box of Cabarets
and carry Lorenzo
it in your purse or vebt pocket. Take one when you feel anything unusual all of Chilill, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
phoiit your bowels. Your own druggist will sell you the little box, under
Register.
GUARANTY of satisfacticn or mo-ic- y
refunded. All druggists, 10c, 25c, 5t'c.
o
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Springs, Kuns.: The
mining exchange at a banquet
si treu to a delegation from the Jcipllu
Oummercial club has rendered good
service In the advancement of local
iuterest In the lead ami zinc c;iin.f
follow
the district. The
upon
tug the banquet dwelt chit-flthe ways and means for the entertainment of the next meeting of the
American mining congress, to be held
at Juilin, Mil, next October. This
ruining sesHion of the congress
holds in stole large possibilities for the lead and zinc mines
H the southwest.
for-ttto-

former

AND

rttury.

dim-unio-

Good

CHAS. B. HANFORD COMING

uie-ha-

Xrter

Nothing' Too

MISS ROSE MELVILLE AND

Douglas. Aria.: The Calumet und
Arizuua copper smelter in to have an
Alter furnace In this city to handle
she increasing output of the .Superior
aud Pittsburg. The Copper (Jueen
ahm Is about to construct a giant fur
aaoe with a capacity of 1.200 to 1,
twenty-fou- r
SOS tuna every
hours.
The production cost of blister copper
at the Calumet and Arizona bus been
reduced to about four or four und
lf
cents per pound, ho that the
profit Is enormous. All reports lndl-at- c
Increasing prosperity among the
cupper producers throughout the ter

-

s

Persuasive
Talk

-

Kane.: The unprecedented demand for lead ore Is forcing up
the prices to atlll higher levels and
bringing renewed satisfaction to the
producers. Mineral assaying 83 per
for metallic lead commanded
knat week. $SS.SQ per ton f. o. b. cars,
tfiaee the competitive market has become so strong It has been found
ii i mass i j to make all purchases on an
lm iy basis. Elnc ore has been bringing prices ranging from $46 to $48.50
titelema.

New York City:

WANTED.
More shoe repairing at
corner of Railrond avenue and
Uroadwny. P. E. Daniel.
WANTKI
An experienced
cook.
Mrs. W. 13. Childers, 107 North
Twellth street.
WANTED
secondOentleman-hand clothing. No. 615 South FlrJt
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED A good cook, man or
woman; small hotel; good wages
paid promptly. Write to (loebel hotel, Helen, N. M.
WANTED
Teams The eianla Fe
Gold & Copper Mining CO., wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
for other purposes.
All
good
teams making application will be
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Superintendent.
l Olt KENT.
FOR RENT Two rooms for
Inquire at 300 North
Rrondway.
FOR KENT Front looms Tor light
housekeeping;
rent reasonable.
Apply rear 524 West Railroad.
cottage
FOR
RENT Furnished
flats; very reasonable,
Apply at
110 Coal avenue, east end of viaduct.
y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner
of Seventh
street and TIJeras avenue. Inquire
at Lommorl & Matteuccl, 624
West Tl.leras avenue.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
11.00 per week and up; rIso nice
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00
per week and up furnished with
stove and cooking utensils
and
dishes.
The Minneapolis House,
524 South Second street, Albuquerque, N. M.
I'OH SALE.
FOR SALE OR EXCIIANGE A
Yost typewriter.
See The Citi
WANTED

es

Dis-

i.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

n,

METALS
'Without Alloy Is a Recent

Friday. February-

a

idr

To-da-

TO-DA-

Try a Cil ren want fcivertlsement.

Dangers of a Col! and How to Avoid
Ttiem.
More fatalities have their origin In
or result from a cold than from any
other cause. This fact alone should
make peoplo more careful as there is
no danger whatever from a cold when
It Is properly treated In the beginning.
For many years Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy has been recognized as the
most prompt and effectual medicine
In use for this disease. It acts on nature's plan, loosens the cough, relieves the lurgs, opens the secretions
and aids nature in restoring the system to a healthy condition. Sold by
all druggists.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWYERS.

Ira 31. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F.St.,
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
land patents.
copyrights,
caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
It. V. I. ItrvHi,
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquerque. N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
E. V. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Office.
Cromwell block. Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.

IR. J.

E. KRAFT,

lentnl Surgeon.

Rooms 2 and 3, Barnett building,
over O'Rlelly's drug store. Phone
No. 744. Appointments made by mall.
Edmund J. AlgerTb. I). S.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours. 9 a. m.. to 12:30 n. m
p. m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Ap
pointments made by mall.
"'
PHYSICIANS.
'
'
TR. T. It. 1IAYNES
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 11 and 13, N. T. Armljo
building.
XV. M. SHERIDAN, 31.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental Life Building. Tele-pho886. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. R. L. 1IUST.
Office,
8, N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with High
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse In attendance. Both phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 111
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club building.
Black
or White hearse, $5.
'
ARCHITECTS
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
7
Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
Both phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
a

I.

ne

--

46-4-

J. R. Enrwell.
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thos. K. D. Madrifson.
Office with W. B. Childers,
117
West Gold avenue.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land
fice ut Santa Fe, New Mexico.

January

Of-

22, 1907.

Notice is hereby given that Juan
de Dios Padilla of San Rafael, N. M.,
has filed notice of his intention to
make final five-yeproof In support
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
No. 6688, made December 3. 1901,
for the W4 NEK. and WH SEtt,
Section 26, Township 10 N. Range 1
W, and that said proof will be made
before Jesus M. Luna, Probate Clerk
at Los Lunas, N. M., on March 7,
ar

1907.

He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Jose R. Candelarla, Rafael Baldes,
Manuel Sanchez, Blsente Padla, all
of San Rafael, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.

January

Of-

22. 1907.

Notice is hereby given that Ramon
Padilla of San Rafael, N. M., has
Hied notice of his intention to make
final five year- - proof In support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
Entry No.
6689, made December 3, 1901, for the
E',j NWVi. and K
SWVi, Section
26. Township 10 N, Range 10 W. and
that said proof will be made before
Jesus XI. Luna. Probate Clerk at
Los Lunas, N. M., on March 7. 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Jose R. Candelarla, Rafael Baldes,
Munuel Sanchez, Blsente Padia
all
of San Rafael, N. M.
t
MANUEL
R. OTERO.
NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE,
Register.
CLEAN, SATISFACTORY. ECONOMICAL, EXCELLENT FOR
OPEN
Hnv to Prevent Bilious Attacks.
GRATES, $6. PER TON. V. II.
One who Is subject to bilious atHAIIN & CO.
tacks will notice that for a day or
more before the attack he is not hunHow to Cure chilblains.
"To enjoy freedom from Chil- gry at meal times and feels dul' :
A dose of Chai
blains." writes John Kemp, FJast Otis, eating.
field. Me., "I apply Bucklen's Arnica Stomach and Liver TaV'e
Salve.
Have also used it for salt these first symptoms appesi
rheum with excellent results." Guar- off the attack. They are for
anteed to cure fever sores, indolent all druggists.
ulcers, piles, burns, wounds, frost
bites and skin diseases. 2ie ut all
NIPSERY PKODICTS
drug stores.
I III I r
AND
Mi'i i;K hi i:
r ii i:
Ut,
i Hi:
ii I!m:i;y, joj ewi i: mi, SHRUBS.
VINES AND FLOW
BUY
OF
11".
SOME
WEN
KOl.
ONE YOU KN
N. W. ALGER, 121 SO. WM.Tl
The llilit Nu:ne.
sntEIT.
Mr. August Sherpe, the popular
O
overseer of the poor at Fort Madison,
Notice.
la., eays: "Dr. King s New Life PilH
All
interested In the conare rightly named; they act more struction i.f cement
agreeably, do more good and make anteed, please leave walks, uurk guarorders at the of( n
feel better than any other laxa- fice of La t 'pinion l'ublica.
All artive." Guaranteed to cure bilious- rangements f.ir work
of that
kind
ness and constip .'km. ?5c at all drus will be inaile at the above
office.
store:,.
LOUIS TRUJ1I.LO.

:

n

t

siidi:

Fill DAY, FKimtAnY

C0NIPAISIT1FF

NEW

To Do Business In This

Other
Interesting
Gossip
About Political Matters In Washington.

Territory-Inc-

Clr-tlflcat-

orporation

es

Filed.
Tim following articles of Incorporation have bren tiled In the office of
Territorial Secretary J. V. Ilaynolds:
Ookcr-TrlploCompany. Principal
place of business Bt Texlco, Rooaevelt
county. Territorial ent. Kd. T. Mas-seat Teiico. Cal
itock, $15,000,
divided Into one h !llred and fifty
par
ahares of the
value of $100 each.
Object, Reneral merchandise business.
Duration, fifty years. Incorporators.
John Cker, Haylor S. Trlplett, Will
C. Trlplett,
Hettle A. Masale, and
Ed. T. Mousey, all of Texlco.
Tb
Artcsla Milling
Company.
Principal place of business at Artesla,
Bddy county. Territorial agent. Grant
Sooter, at Artesla.
Capital stock
$6,00t, divided into six thousand
shares of the par value of Jl each.
Object flour milling business. Durayears. Incorporators
tion, twenty-fiv- e
Grant 8ooter, Lizzie Sooter, M. II.
Orum, and J. M. White, all of Artesla.
The I tall Construction Coinnny.
Principal place of business In New
Mexico at Daton, Colfax county. Territorial agent, W. I,. Wattls at Raton.
Capital stock. 1500,000 divided Into
five thousand shares of the par value
of (Hi each. Object, constructing
railroads and canals. Duration, fifty
yeara. The corporation was organized under the laws of Utah and filed
amended articles of Incorporation to
comply with the laws of New Mexico.
Tbo Ocean Wave Mining Company.
Principal place of business in New
Mexico
at Hillsboro, Sierra county,
Territorial agent, John C. Plemmons,
at Hilleboro. Capital stock $1,600,000
divided into one million, five hundred
thousand shares of the par value of
$1 each.
Duration, fifty yeara. The
corporation was organized under the
laws of Arizona and filed amended
articles of incorporation to comply
with the laws of New Mexico.
Certtftaatos of Amendment to Articles
of Incorporation.
The following certificates of amend
ment to articles of Incorporation hove
been filed In the office of Territorial
Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
.. Continental Mining Company. Principal place of business changed from
Tres Piedras, Taos county, to Tusas,
Rio Arriba county. Otto Rosenfleld
appolated as agent upon whom process oan be served, vice Frank Bolton
resigned.
Isabella Mining Company. Principal place of business changed from
Tres Piedras, Taos county, to Tusas,
Rio Arriba county. Otto Rosenfleld
has been appointed as agent upon
whom process can be served, vice
Frank Bolton, resigned.
Floerslielm Mercantile Company.
Principal place
of business at
Springer, Colfax county, and Solomon
Floersheim of Springer. Territorial
agent. Capital stock increased to
tt

y.

$300, 00.

CHARGED

ITALIAN

WITH

SETTING FIRE TO MINE
TllKMK

IXSK

LIVES IN BLAZE
OF
ACCISED

I'KHOXER IS
TO
!TAirriX
CIED

AVEXC.E

FAN-

whom;.

Trinidad, Colo., dispatch, dated
30, says:
Under heavy guard, John Rodri
guez, an Italian, was this afternoon
taken from Van Iloutun to Raton, N.
M., charged with having deliberately
wet fire to Willow mine No. 5, belonging to the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain
& Pacific Railroad company, at Wil
low arroya, forty
miles south of
Trinidad.
He Is said to have remarked that
he fired the mine to avenge a fancied
wrong. The three men who lost their
lives In the mine were Peter Lumley,
pit boss, and a relative of R. J. Lum
ley, who was killed at the Prlmero
disaster a few days ago; Matt
fire boss, and Jake Harris,
colored.
There were four men In the mine
at the time it was set on fire, and
one of them, Robert Anderson, man
aged to escape the same evening.
He was painfully though not seri
ously burned.
He holds out no
hope for the escape of his comrades.
giving It as his belief that they were
incinerated within a few hours of the
time he made his escape.
A

January

y,

OFFICIAL MATTERS
Notaries Public ApMtintel.
The following have been appoint
ed notaries public by Governor

Hag-ermuJi- :

Frank A. Halmbaugh, of Cimarron
Colfax county; Lee G. R.'ndall, of
Central, Grant county; Henri de 11,
Hetlln, of Roswell, Chaves county;
Iionuelano E. Rodriguez, of Victoria,
Dona Ana county; A. W. Pollard, of
Demiag, Luna county; Eugenlo Ro
mero, of Mora county; Juan Pal- tenghe, of Wagon Mound, Mora
county.
I ntor of Small Anns Practice ol
New Mexico National Guard.
(General Orders No. 3.)
Territory of New Mexico, Adjutant
General's Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
January 30, 1907. Major Robert C.
Rankin, First squadron of cavalry,
is detailed as Inspector of small arms
practice, national guard of New Mex
ico, for the season of 1907. and will
report, by letter, to the adjutant general at Santa Fe, for Instruction,
lty command of the governor.
A. P. PAR KINGTON,
Adjutant General.
A

Jamaica

SpcaKs

Chamberlain s Coufli

UP

SERENELY
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',

REVISION

BOBBING

THEIR

FILE
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Remit).

EVENltfQ

KLBUQUERQUE

lt07.

1,

of

Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the superintendent of Cart Service at Kings-

ton, Jamaica, West Indies Island
says that she has for some years used
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for
coughs, croup and whooping cough
and has found it very beneficial. She
has implicit confidence In It and would
not be without a bottle of It In her
home. Sold by all druggists.

Washington, Feb. 1. As one sen
sation after another dies out in congress and matters begin to run along
In the old fashioned, quiet manner
that pleases those who are willing to
avoid hard work, the tariff revisionists bring out from its hiding place
their "tariff reform" banner and
start the agitation. With the cessa
tion of the struggle in the senate over
the Brownsville affair and the In
crease of the salary of members that
stirred the house from top to bottom,
legislative matters began to grow momemnotonous. The northwestern
bers, unmindful of the dismal failure
of the New England revisionists, under the leadership of Butler Ames, of
Massachusetts have begun to talk en
ergetically of tariff revision and are
now circulating a petition calling for
a caucus of republicans for the pur
pose of urging an extraordinary session of the sixtieth congress to take
up the tariff question.
Just how a caucus of members of
the present congress can control
the action of the congress which Is
not yet In existence does not appear,
except that if a caucus of the present republican members were to declare in favor of the wisdom of such
action, the president might be guided
in that direction.
RoosePresident
velt, however, has shown that he Is
quite capable of doing what he believes should be done, regardless of
whether such action meets the approval of members of congress or
not. If he believes the time Is not
ripe for the consideration of the tariff question, he will not call congress
together, no matter how insistent the
tariff reformers may be.
Judged by the consensus of congressional opinion, however, there
would seem to be little danger of a
caucus being called. Some time ago
the impression was gathered from
the talks of party leaders that nothing would be done with regard to the
tariff until after the next presldentlol
election, and nothing has happened
since to indicate a change in this
program.
party
The republican
managers favor going to the people
In the next campaign with a plank
In the platform that will pledge the
party specifically to a moderate revision of the tariff, and if the people believe that is the party of wisdom they will endorse the party at
the polls. As to the result of such a
platform republicans profess to have
no doubt.
On the other hand, the democrats
declare their readiness to go to' the
country on the tariff Issue alone. Recent events In congress and the
speeches of the president suggest to
many that it is upon the tariff and
that alone that the parties now disagree. There is little hope for revision so long as the speaker and the
party leaders oppose It, and certainly nothing of the kind will
come
about before the next presidential
election.

Party Eight for Oklahoma.
Roth parties are Just now bending
every energy to capture the new
state of Oklahoma. The republicans
have been greatly cheered of late because of what they believe will be
a big political mistake on the part
of the democrats that will surely put
the new state in the republican column at the first general election.
Democratic leaders In Washington
realize the ultunflon too, and are
doing all they can to prevent this
mistake from being made. As the
territory now stands, owing to the
large Influx of population from Arkansas, Texas and other states, the
indications are that'll would be democratic. The democratic party conconvention
trols the constitutional
now in session. There appears to be
a strong determination on the part
of the convention to put Into the
state constitution a 'Jim Crow" law
similar to that in force In Borne of
the southern states. Some politicians
hold that to do this would cause congress to refuse to approve the constitution and prevent the president
from issuing his proclamation declaring the admission of the state Into the union.
They likewise fear that such a
proviso in the constitution, nt this
critical Juncture would throw
the
state to the republicans.
Influential
teledemocrats here have sent sharp
grams to the members of the convention urging them not to make this
mihtake and pointing out that after
ihe state is admitted and given all
the sovereign rights of every other
state, it would be within the power
of the state by legislation to make
this proposed discrimination against
negroes us effective as by its incorpoIf conration in the constitution.
gressional Inlluence has any weight
among the members of the convention there will be no reference to
"Jim Crow" law or anything squint

ing at It. Democratic politicians are
convinced that proposition at thjs
precise moment Is decidedly dwirer-ou- s.
but they know how to accom
pllsh the same result! later on when
the matter may not be disastrous to
the party.

REALTY

CITIZEN,

PAGH TURXM.

TRANSFERS

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE

Government Clerks' Wages.
Scattered throughout the city of
Washington and the country at large
ther Is an army of government
clerks and other employes aggregating something like 200,000 persons,
and every one of this army of wage
earners is looking to Washington In
the hope that the long discussed and
oftpostponed proposition to make a
general Increase In their pay may be
realized. There Is little hope of ac
tion in this direction being taken at
the present session of congress, hut
events seem surely to be moving toward that end. Once last week the
congress Increased by fifty per cent
the salary of its members, the speak
er, the
and the mem
bers of the cabinet. Having done
this, similar action In behalf of other
government employes con not well
be denied.
Congress has nlready recognized
the fact that salaries need adjustment. The postofflce committee In
Its bill to be reported next week will
Increase the pay of railway mall
clerks, rural and city carriers, Involving an Increase In the budget on
that account of something like
A resolution Is pending to
give an Increase of 20 per cent to all
congressional employes. The legislative bill which Is now In conference
carries a large number of Increases
In salary for bureau and other Important officials. The trend of public
opinion is decidedly favorable to pay
more for government clerks and all
the arguments advanced by members
of congress with regard to the Increase of living are applicable, and
probably with added force, to the
more humble public servant.
It Is
probable that when the legislative
bill Is taken up by the house committee In the long session of the next
congress some scheme of general reagreed
be
vision of salaries will
.
upon.
,

Trade Was

Steady-Tri-

That Inspires

e

Is to clean up stock once

Kind

yearly and open season
with new goods.

Con-

fidence.
KURAL

PROPERTY IS ACTIVE

Farm and Garden Land Is in
mand According to
Sales.

The Name

De-

J

nt

DUTIES

Wm.

KiVkl

The business of the month compares favorably with th;it of last.
The sales have ; not been largo but
the trade was steady and the kind
that Inspires confidence.
There was considerable activity in
small holdings throughout the county, which shows that there is a demand for farm and garden land as
well as city property.
The records show that the following sales took place In the city precincts during the month:
January 2. L. R. Thompson and
wife to J. 15. Matthews, several
pieces of property in and about Albuquerque, $1.
January 2. Nestor Armljo and
wife to Frank Steffen, lots H and
17, block 13, original tmvnslte, $1.
January 3. Felix H. Iester and
wife to R. S. Owens, lot 3, block
"K," Highland addition, south, $250.
January 4. Myron H. Sabln to
Edna C. Sabln, lot 9, block 17, Hun-In- g
Highland addition, II.
January 4. Mrs. Madge Tilton to
Henry Hunlng lots 2t and 22, block
19, New Mexico Town company's addition, $1.
January 4. Surety
Investment
company to John K. Sargeant. lots
17 and 18. block 34, Pirea addition.

0.

ADDITIONAL

v W 4i

CHAPLIH

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally
for honest advertising.

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes
All Other Shoes at 10

Per Cent Discount

$350.

ON FRENCH

January 5. Juno Frampton
LIQUORS husband to Wm. II. Shoat, lot and1,

Belvldere addition, $1.
January 8. William K. Preston
1.
Paris, Feb.
The additional and wife to Mrs. Rose Shelby, lot
duty on absinthe and other liquors 8. block 42, Hunlng Highland addiwill come into effect tomorrow and tion, $1.
the half a million publicans In France
Heights
January 9. University
are at the present moment much ex- ' Investment
company to M. F. Angell,
ercised In their minds because of lots 2 and 3, block 7, University
the additional duty. Their syndicate Heights addition, $1.
has Just Issued a proclamation reJanuary 9. Broadway Ijxrul and
commending them to vote only at Investment
company to Jose O. Sala- elections for candidates pledged to zar, lot 12, block "X," Eastern
ad- -;
defend their interests. As they put dltlon, $175.
hundreds of millions of dollars into j January 9. Arno E. Hunlng and
the coffers of the state annually, they wife to Rebecca Mac Fee. lots 4. 5
are, they argue, deserving of con6, block "X," Atlantic and Pa- sideration and they will make their and
addition, $1.
cific
Influence felt. Meanwhile M. Ribot,
12. N. E. Stevens et al.
a former president of the council, to JanuarySabln,
feet of
north 47
who is at the head of the parliamen- lotsEdna
13, 14, 15, 16 and 17, block 42,
tary party which has been formed to Original
Townslte, $1.
combat alcoholism, is out with some
January 12. Plo
Lammorl to
pretty emphatic interviews upon the
subject. The ravages of alcoholism Amedeo Matteuccl, undivided half InIn lots 10, li and 12, block
as he points out are gradually ex- terest
tending. There are no signs of a re- 61, Original Townslte, $1.
January 12. Margrethe Kass and
action. Such a parliamentary group
as that over which he has been call- husband to Arthur E. Walker, lot 8
fraction of lot 3, block 25, Huned on to preside would not have been and Highland
addition, $1.
possible ten years ago, and it la a lng
January 12. Roderick Stover and
satisfactory symptom he says that upshould wife to Geo. P. Learnard et al, lot
ward of 200,000 signatures
have been appended to a petition for 30, block "K," Atlantic and Pacific
A bill addition, $1.
the suppression of absinthe.
January 12. Mary Ruby and husfor the limitation of the number" of
public houses Is now before the sen- band to Otto Dieckman, lot 6, block
ate and a determined effort will be "A" and lot 1, block "H," Park addimade to check the spread of alcohol-Is- tion, $1.
January 14. J. M. Sollle et al to
C. A. Raynolds, lots 10, 11 and 12,
block 2, Ames addition, $1.
' January 14. Geo. W. Harrison
T THE
and wife to Ruth C. Kuhn, lots 19
and 20, block 40. Perea addition,
STANDARD OIL COMPANY $250.
January 16. Lloyd Hunsacker to
Edward Bisdee Jr., lot 2, block "H,"
Highland addition, south, $1.
Chicago, III., Fib. 1. The trial of
to
January 16. Lloyd
the Standard Oil company of Indiana, Inex Bone, lot 5, blockHunsacker
"J," Highon the charge of receiving
concesaddition, south. $1.
sions on shipments of oil from Whit- land
January 16. Jennie Myers and
ing. Intl.. as set forth in one of eight
husband to F. J. Wilson, lot 6, block
recently sustained
by
indictments
Baca addition, $1.
Judge Landes of the United States 2. January
Surety Investment
18.
district court, has been set for company to the I'orterfleld company,
March 4, after John G. Millar, at- lot 1, block 13, Perea addition, $40.
torney for the company, had entered
21.
Wallace Hesselden et
a formal plea of not guilty on be- ais,January
to the Superior Lumber and Mtll
half of his clients to the first count company,
1,
2, 3. 4 and 5, Atof the Indictments. There are no less lantic and lots
addition. $1.
Pacific
than 1,903 counts in the Indictment
January 22. (i. V. Harrison and
and Mr. Millar tried to have quashed wife
to Rutherford IlirTts, lots 1 and
all except the first count of each of 2. block
6, .Perea addition, $450.
against
the eight Indictments
the
January 22. Lizzie Mann and
company, thus reducing from
to Fred Mann, lots 1 and 2,
to $30,000 the possible maxi24, Perea addition, $475.
block
against
mum fine
his clients upon
January 22. A. C. Henry to J. A.
conviction. The motion to have these Henry,
lots 1, 2, 3, 4. 5. 6, 10, 11 and
counts quashed was promptly overad6, Brownwell and
12.
block
by
MilJudge
Landes,
Mr.
ruled
and
other property, $1.
lar then declined to enter any plea dition and 22.
Joseph J. Hellweg el
January
upon the counts In question.
The
13S.
lot
court ordered the clerk to enter a Mis to Paulina
block 12, P. Armljo ft Bros., udtll-lloplea of not guilty.
block

Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

1.

Wm. CHAPLIN

,

SHOE STORE

121 RAILROAD AVE.

!

hu-bn-

$38,-000.0-

INDIANS DISAPPEARING
I ROM NOVA SCJTIA.
Halifax, N. S., Feb. 1. Indians
are fast disappearing from Nova
Scotia. The few hundred that now
remain live a hand to mouth existence and will not work. According
to a report published today by the
department of Indian affairs great
difficulty is found in getting them to
conattend school., The general
duct of the Indians is good but most
of them are passing into the Vnited
States.

PURELY VEGETABLE
Not only is a medicine valuable for its ability to cure disease, but tht
way in which it affects the system is a very important factor. When the
system is infected with the genus of disease as in Rheumatism, Catarrh,
Scrofula, Sores and Ulcers, Skin Diseases, Contagious Blood Poison, etc,
every particle of its recuperative strength is needed to assist in eliminating
the poisons and impurities which are causing the trouble. It should not l
dosed and treated with strong mineral mixtures and concoctions that furthei
add to the burden, by disagreeably affecting the bowels, producing indigestion, or eating out the delicate linings and membranes of the stomach. The
absolute vegetable purity o' S. S. S. has always been one of the strongest
points in its favor, and is one of the principal reasons for its being now th
most widely known and universally used blood medicine on the market.
It is made entirely of healing, purifying roots, herbs and barks of the forests and fields. These are selected for their well known curative properties,
and are known at the same time to possess the qualities to build up and
strengthen every part of the system by their fine tonic effect, i Not only is
S. S. S. the king of blood purifiers, but it is the one medicine that may be
taken with absolute safety by young or old. We guarantee it
and offer a reward i, ooo for proof that it contains a particle of mineral in
any form. S. S. S. is a safe and reliable treatment for Rheumatism, Catarrh,
Scrofula, Sores and Ulcers. Skin Diseases, Contagious JJlood I'oison, and any
and all diseases arising from a poisoned or impure state of the blood.
It goes to the very bottom of these troubles, removes every trace of disease,
enriches and bilds up the blood and permanently cures where mineral
medicines fail. If you are suffering with ar.y form of blood disease write fot
our book on The Blood and ask for any medical advice you may desire;
no charge for either. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GAm
s

EVER WATCHFUL.

Little Care Will Save Many Read-er- a
Future Trouble.
Watch the kidney secretions.
See that they have the amber hue
or health;
The dlacharces not excessive or In
frequent;
Contain no "brick-dus- t
like" sedl
ment.
Doan's Kidney Pl'.ls will do this for

A

you.

They watch the kidneys and cure
mem when they're sick.
C. Q. Lott, for ten years station
master In Albuquerque, now retired
from active cares of life, residence.
613 North Arno street, says: "I had
attacks of backache stretching over a
period or three years. One of them
occurred shortly before Doan's Kid
ncy Pills came to my notice, and I
procured a box. I knew the cause of
my trouble arose from Imperfect ac
tlon of the kidneys because the be
havior of the kidney secretions and
their condition fully proved it, but
what to do to check the trouble was
a mystery.
Doan's Kidney Pills ef
fectively stopped the difficulty. If
everyone in Albuquerque receives as
undoubted benefit as I did from that
remedy, kidney complaint, backache,
and trouble with the kidney secre
tions will cease to exist in this vicin
ity."
For sale by all dealers. Price 0
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Co.. Buffalo,
N. Y., sole agents
for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
4
take no other.

FXIXTIOXS IiriNO IIF.I,T
IX TIIE PIIIMPPIXF.S.
Manila, Feb. 1. The elections under the new law took place yesterday. Three months residence Ib required to become ellKihle to office.
The new law provides for a consti$1.
January 23. Herbert F. Raynolds tution, and divides the Islands into
to C. M. Stokes, last half of lot 1. eljrhty districts, the Maro and
province excepted.
block 31, Hunlng Highland addition,
$1.

January

C. L Ulehl and wife
23.
F. Allen, lot 5. block "li,"
Park addition, H0O.
January 23. Emma F. Bocklett to
Stephen K. Roehl. part of lot 3,
block "A," Highland addition, south,

to

NiilisorllH-

-

s
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Albuquerque Carriage Company
Cornir First

Strut

and TUtraa

Ay nam

ft

OKOtMO4KmO4K)K09K)00tXlM

Horse Clothing, Lap Rc&ss.
Whips, Axle Oils
A

Few Words

This gentleman has a
few words to tell you. He
says when you buy Horse

Blankets or Lap Robes,
insist on the famous 5A.
They are
and will give you the best
satisfaction.
We Sell Them

and all kinds of saddlery supplies.
Tou ought to see what a On
buggy we can give you for Itl.M.

J. Korber & Co.
In Our New Store

long-of-we- ar

No.

212

North

Second o

Albuquerque, N. M.

Foundry and

Machine

Works

It. R. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass CastingB; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Iturs, Habblt Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Building.
Ropmlr oh Mining end mill Moohlnory m 0olmtty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

January 23. C. M. Capilupe, attorney in fact for A. M. Gentile, to
C. A. Grande, a piece of land in
Belvedere addition, 1100.
January 23. Frank McKee, trustee, to John C. Callioun et al, piece
on
of land north of Albuquerque,
Fourth street, $1January 25. City of Albuquerque
to A. T. & S. F. R. R. Co., piece of
land south of ity of Albuquerque,

OOeOex
WE FILL

-

PRESCRIPTIONS

$1.

At Consistent

and
T. S. Hubbell
wife to F. J. Wilson, lots 5 and 6,
block 65, Original Townslte, $1.
25.

Broadway Land and
Investment to W. U. Booth, lot 9,
block 41, Eastern uddltlon, $35.
January 29. J. A. Gleason and
wife to Blanch E. Willey, lot 11,
block 15, Eastern addition, $1.
January 29. John A. Gleason'and
wife to Blanch E. Willey, lot 8, blo:k
6, Lewis and SiinomU addition, $1.
January 30. It. S. Elwood and
wife to Geo. E. Power, lots 1, 2, 3,
4. 6, 6, 7, and 8, blo. k 36, I'erea addition, and other property, $1.
January 30 Thomas Walsh and
wife to Henry ('has. Roehl, part of
lot 14, 15, 16 an. I 17. block 6, Baca
addition, $1.
January 30 Clara M. McSpadden
and husband to Eva B. Brigham, lot
8. block 7. Hunlng's Highland addition, $1.
WStrickler,
31
January
guardian et ul. to Whitney company,
lot 18 and fraction il parts of lots
19. 20, 21 and 2:'. block 42, Original
Townslte, $1.

at deduced

VcK

Albuquerque

$1.

January

Harness

--

for The K.venliijr Citizen.

C.

January

Vehicles j

1

Prices

B. RUPPE
"203 WEST MILROtP AVENUE NtXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

28.

COMING IV OUT OF TIIE COM
we
appreciate a perfectly
heated
house, but It Is not every house that
Is properly warmed. If yours is lack-In- s
In any way, or If you are unde
cided what Is the best system to In
stall in a new house and need information that Is truHtworthy and val-

uable, let us know of your trouble.
We are speclaliuts for hot water, hot
air and steam heating.

Standard Plumbing & Healing Co
MOTT'S

PENNYROYAL

PILLS

They overromt Weattnes. Ireiru
tr)tv ami uiiitAtina,iiu
vitwff
r
and i.iniu " iaiiin t
l.lfm MisveiV
aiw
tu.liiirf
totflrtsel ofiiiiiniiLuti.
nt uryaita and body No
knuwu rrmt-tifur wonten
thrin. Tanit'it lu li un lf b
ooiiirs a
VI
Imk

rrm

'Iii'

hy

null.

tailtl hy

MOTTCUEMICAL

ar

rt!j

J0.Ai"i4.t.

AKX ft SON.

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
$6.60
BE8T AMERICAN
BLOCK
16.50
PER TON

WOOD
BIQ LOAD OF MILL WOOD
FOR
12.23 AND 12.79

John

S.

Beaven

602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

Thos. F. Keleher
Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes.
Brushes and
c
Jap-a-la-

408 Watt Railroad

Mwaama

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
UVKHV. SAI.K. FEED AM)
TUANSFEH .STAHLKS.

llort'S

and

Mulct Bought and

Bi:.ST TOlUNOLTrf IN THK CITY
Second Street, between Kallroad an
Copper Avenue.

ALBUQUERQUE

faojc roc

THE ALBUQUERQUE
Published

Dally and

spoiled for r dime novel plot. The cowboy was work
ing on a nettlon new. The Indian also were wormng.

CITIZEN

Says Chancellor Day, "the wage earners gei
for whnt they do, and a great mnny of them get more."
.i u , n it,iDhi nnv flnv finilrl tie xn benlichted?

Weekl.

By The Citizen Publishing Company
W. T. McCllEIUHT,

W. 8. KTKICKLKIt,
PrenldenL

SCHOOL

Under the new salary congressmen will get 120. 55
for each day of the year. Not an exorbitant rcwaro
for the days they don't make speeches.

Business Manager.

LEGISLATION

New York disposes of fifty tons of condensed fruit
or an the lemons

t'olorado Audi that a number of Its state Institu- every day. Ah, this is what becomes
tion of learning are not in a flourishing financial condi- that are bandied about.
tion, while It also finds that the state's resources at the
present do not permit of the relief needed; but the

committee appointed In the case makes no
of elimination of any or consolidation of some.
They look for gradual Improvement with greater
growth In the Immediate future.
In thl course of Colorado there Is a lesson for New
and their apJdstco. where the desires of the peoplepresent
and fupreciation of the needs of education,
ture, have, perhaps, caused them to go at rather a good
juut. nut even If this fact be a fault, it is one that lies
D virtue's side, and one which time will not only
but amply endorse.
New Mexico has always been noted for lier devotion
to Tree public education; for, as Mr. Klock so forcefully
Lrought out last nlRht at the boosters' rally, In the first
uiititullon formed by her people. In 18B0, she gave 1"
perpetuity, for the purposes of public education,
of the annual Income to be raised by the stata
fttry hoped to create. With such a record for Its past,
amd with the present prospect for Its future. It would
for Xe
e unwise, retrogressive and unpardonable
3lezico to now eliminate a single one of Its public ln-tut Ions by consolidation or otherwise. Hear present
wtrlngency for a while; the Rood time Is coming.
In this connection. The Citizen takes pleasure n
naylng-- , on the authority of Uovernor Stover, that the
reeenis of the University not only do not desire to
the School of Mines, but thnt they refused to take
action on that subject when it was proposed to them.
;Xor was the recent visit of President Tight to Santa
Ve Tor any such purpose. Of course, if the School of
Mines as a distinct Institution shall be abolished,
would be glad to have that department of
lewming added to the curriculum of the University; but
Tb Citlsen Is prepared to say that the sentiment of
regents
xt only the city, but of the University board ofIndividual
that the School of Mines should retain its
eiMrnct and remain at Socorro, In one of New Mex-iru- 'i
must Important mineral sections

O000000000000

WORLD NEEDS INCREASE OF
ITS EDIBLE OIL SUPPLY

0

wOOOOOC000OCKX0

EVEIONO CITIZEN

milAT, FEBnVAIlY

F. H. STRONG

LETTER ON AN i

I, 1907.

FURNITURE

IMPORTAN T
SUBJECT
To Sheep Men of the Territory.
Big Convention Here
In 1909.

demand for edible
The fact Is there is a world-wid- e
Col. H. A. Jastro of Uakerstield,
greases, which has increased much more rapidly than
has the production of the raw material. Within recent Pal., one of the promoters and ownrecollection practically the total crop of copra oil went ers of the Albuquerque Traction comInto the soap Industry, whereas today several of the pany, Is In the city, after having atmost important mills In Marselles are converting copra tended the convention of the Nad
comestible grease, sold commonly tional
oil Into
Wool Growers' association nt
as a substitute for butter. Other countries, notably
City. Utah. He Informed
Salt
Lake
material,
and
raw
Importers
of
Germany, have become
America Itself is now manufacturing copra oil, though The Kvenlng Citizen this afternoon
India for mnnj that, beyond any doubt, Albuquerque
in comparatively small quantities.
years exported practically its entire product of oil would get the convention of the above
seeds, while today It Is manufacturing a considerable association for 1!)09, and he would
prosperity, Is consuming much of Its own product,
advise the people to begin preparaprosperity, is soncumlng much of Its own product.
tions at once for the entertainment
In the United States the supply of animal grease of the delegates, he believing that behas not increased with the demand or with the popula- tween 1,500 and 2,000 sheepmen from
tion, and the foolish prejudice which once existed In all over the west and southwest
regard to the use of cotton oil as a substitute for but- country would be In attendance.
Mr.
ter and lard has largely broken down. But, while Im- Jastro expects to visit his cattle
proved processes of manufacture have revolutionized ranges In southern New Mexico toIndustry within recent years and new morrow night, and after a stay there
the
to this
markets and new applications have been found in of a few days he will return
every land, no country has Increased Its annual crop city and then continue on to California.
of raw material by a notably increased acreage, and
The following circular letter of genthe only differences In the amount of available ma- eral Interest is here given In full:
terial are due to the bounties of nature.
The only region from which a genuine Increase in New Mexico Wool Growers' Association, Albuquerque, N. M., January
the available amount of raw material may be expect31, 1907.
ed within the coming few years Is the west coast of
In
the
Africa. Here we have native populations which can- To All Who are Interested
Welfare of the Sheep Industry In
not consume their product, and the different French
New Mexico.
colonial governments are vying with each other in fur
and
The secretary
Gentlemen:
Every several
thering the development of their territories.
members of the executive
every
In
colony
nearly
additional mile of railroad and
committee of the New Mexico Wool
railroads are being extended means an increased Growers' association have but recentPAY FOR EMPLOYES
amount of natural products for export, and among these ly returned from attending a convenCongress has at last found the nerve to openly
arachldes take an important place. Another African i tion of the National Wool Growers'
to
$5,000
from
own
members
the salaries of its
product very little known Is now being offered for sale association held In Salt Lake City,
bo
to
protest
that seemed "
S?.SeO a year. The cry of
and promises to yield excellent results as an oil and Utah, and a convention of the AmeriThe country has ticcepted the soap material. I refer to the fruit of the karite tree, can National Live Stock association
reared la not raised.
Perhaps the present puy of congressmen is in- large forests of which exist in the Soudan, and the held In Denver, Colo.
SKtkra.
Mr. Gilford linchot, forester and
sufficient on account of the high cost of living, for the special virtues of which have been known to the na
of the land commission of
fcih cost of living is no mere theory; It is a fact of tives for centuries. At the recent colonial exposition member
the United States, was present at
universal experience.
In Marseilles the demonstration
of the possibilities of both of these conventions and delivBut now, having raised their own pay, the
ered a message from the president to
this fruit received much attention and favorable com
reputaany
to
maintain
difficult
find
will
it
The mesment. The fruit Itself Is a sort of chestnut, from the the stockmen of the west.
provide
to
tion whatever for consistency If they fail
hull of which the African natives extract a nut which sage was to the effect that the govgovernment.
fcigtier salaries for others who serve the
they mash and boil, skimming off the floating grease. ernment control of the public domain
Twr there has been thus far a strange oversight of the This crude butter is now worth 50 centimes a kilogram for grazing or other purposes was a
department clerks at Washington and the postal elerkt (9.6 cents per 2.1!0 pounds) at the place of production. fixed policy of his administration and
that the president would do all he
ami carriers all over the land, to whom the cost of c The French authorities have been studying this tree could
towards that end, and Indirectla higher as well as it Is to the congressmen.
1
and Its fruit with scientific minuteness since 890 and ly an Invitation was extended to th
'The argument of higher cost of living Is good all during the past year with great energy. The product stockmen of the west to assist in
4own the line. It would be as easy for congress to they pronounce as of the first class for alimentation, framing a bill which would best meet
raise the pay of the clerks as it was to raise Its own
with the demands of all concerned.
soap and candles. In tests by Marseilles manufacturA resolution was adopted by the
and. a iruod deal more disinterested, it would convince ers, from 15 to 20 per cent of karite grease has been
tins public that congressmen care for others as well as used successfully in combination with other oils. T National Wool Growers' association
The people of the country have shown am told that, as transportation facilities are improved. urging the president of the United
themselres.
to appoint a commission of
that they are willing to give to public servants a share immense quantities of this raw material will become States
live stockmen, representative of the
f the prosperity, but they are not willing that thin available. Consular Report.
grazing Interests which will be af
sbare ahall be taken by congressmen for themselves
fected by the proposed legislation
servers
public
army
faithful
vast
of
while
the
alonr.
which said commission shall be au-- )
entirely left out of the deal.
thorlzed to confer and act with the
BENEFIT
CAN
BE OUR
WHAT
present government land commission
with a view to' suggesting and formuTHRIFT
PROSPERITY
WITHOUT
RIGHT NEVER FAILS
lating such amendments to said proposed law as may be deemed wise
rXX)X)XXXKXXXXXXXX0O0O0XXXK
recently
Many people have predicted that the bill
proper, and for the best Interand
you
your
general
doing
of
are
the
with
share
What
passed by congress to prohibit corporations from conests
of
those concerned. This comaway
It
Throwing
high
living?
in
Caretributing to campaign funds will prove a failure In prosperity?
will undoubtedly soon be apmittee
lessly letting It run out through your lingers In a thou
pointed.
practice.
The secretary of the New Mexico
Anyway, Isn't It better that the statutes should de sand and one unnecessary little expenses? Then it Is
you
being
forever.
to
increase
tremendous
lost
The
Wool Growers' association had sevuwinet wrong than be silent on the subject'.' , A good In wealth In
the United States today is a phenomenon eral conferences with Mr. I'inchot
law. even If It serves no other purpose, molds public
and
world.
amazes
It is due primarily to the for- and Mr. Potter,, his assistant,
the
that
ship's
opinion.
a
Like
public
crystallites
cmnclence and
officers of the bureau of animal
compass, even if it be carelessly disregarded, it still tunate succession of good crops and to the development with
grazing
Industry.
in
The rates for
ftulnta true. In some storm, some crisis, soon or late, of natural resinirees. The western farmers and the forest reserves in New Mexico were
southern planters have had an abundance of grain nnd discussed and are fixed at lower rates
It will be turned to as the guide to safety.
and cotton, and the prices have been good. The than In forest reserves in any other
Jt took public opinion a good many years to prop corn
mines
of Montana, Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Nevada and state or territory. This is on account
Sherman
principles
of the
rriy shape Itself after the
enormously. of the grazing districts In reserves
mutt-tru- st
law. Hut right principles set up In statutes other western stales have contributed
They turn hundreds, then thousands, Kvery line of business has unusual nclivlty. There in this territory not being as good as
are guide-post- s.
A
Indeed no end to the general accumulation of In other states and territories.
titan millions of minds to traveling In the roud of right seems
great Importnumber
of
of
matters
riches.
commerce
years
twenty
Interstate
the
tlaakbiK. For
The present situation Is not without its lesson. ance to the sheep growers of
mission was commonly considered powerless and
were discussed and policies
We
not forget the Hlblleal story of the seven fat
must
to worthless, but at last we have learned to ap
determined on, as well as some conIs
coming,
seven
klne
and
the
lean
klne.
The time
pnecUU Its purpose and to vest it with necessary
cessions granted.
though not now visible, when the lean years will be
Every sheep man In the territory
upon us. lie is a wise man who in prosperity saves grazing a sheep on or off the public
Great reforms do not begin ami end In "lie It
up against adversity.
Nature is profuse,
domain is vitally interested in this
All real reform Is in popular feeling, popular
question of government control of
tainUng and popular ucling. When the people at last and lavish. Hut It is not wise for us to attempt imita- range
and what shall be In the bill
understanding.
Willie nature Is plentiful
Sfet the right view o'f a great wrong and the right feel- - tion without
to be passed. The contents of that
generous
one
Is
bountiful
and
care
with
and
hand,
she
wrong
SuK toward It, and moved to the right action, the
bill may make or break you. To get
ful and prudent and economical with the other.
aniu end. and not before. The new law against cor
what you want in that bill must be
In
Nature
at
times
bathes
the
world
unstinted
poration control of elections may long be evaded by
done through united action. It is
floods
single
of
sunlight,
of
rain and
but no
not probable that you can accomplish
tua subterfuge after another, hut some day the people showers
ray Is wasted. Kvery drop of the generous rain is anything alone. You must get orwill learn the good there is in this law and demand its gathered
up again into the clouds.
Kven the dead ganized, and thoroughly
organized.
rigid enforcement.
The enactment of a law Is the
plants and the leaves of the trees are utilized for the Kach and every sheep grower, mer
planting; the enforcement of It is the harvest.,
benefit of next year's fruits and flowers.
If we truly chant or hanker Interested In the
understand nature's
we may safely welfare of the sheep growing industry should become a member of the
Is suicide unless balanced
imitate, but
THE SALTON SEA
New Mexico Wool Growers' associaby thrift.
tion, ami let the association
know
reports of climatic- conditions gathered In Ar
A few dollars in a savings hank or in a safe inprovisions should be put In that
tenia and muthern California, there remains m doubt vestment or in a home is as good seed as ever was what
to meet your needs.
Ilo not
there has been In those places us a change from aridity sown. ( Hit of it grow quickened energies, firmer bill
stand off and let some one else at
tw increased moisture, as New Mexico has herself ex- - courage, more stalwart thought and hope, more order- tend
to your business, and find when
perlenced.
the bill is passed that there are rely citizenship, education for the children and the Into
flowing
,
hail
wells
ceased
which
In California
In the act that will pre
dependence and
that lift aimless, hopeless quirements
vent you from continuing In business
How. are again xi uting with old time vigor. In Arizo
drudges up to true manhood and true womanhood.
or . take away practically all your
na, tut great lias been recent precipitation in simvv and
profits. If you are not interested in
rain that mining operations have been hampered. In
this matter, then you are not InterTVewr Mexico, we all know what strange moisture con
NEARLY TWO THIRDS SENATORS
To b
ested in your own business.
4itkma have astonished tin oldest inhabitants.
able to do business with any compreviously unknown phenomina apparently
Tta
SELECTED FOR THEIR ABILITY
mittee that may be appointed, tin
hare ine and the same cause. What Is that cause?
Mexico Wool Growers' associa
O0X)XKXK000XXXKXXXX)XXXXi New
JPlany think it to be the Salton Sea. There is but one
tion must have all the sheep growers
When Curtis, uf Kansas, William Aldeu Smith, of behind the association; they must be
way tn determine the matter, anil thai Is sclentlllu x
The
jtMiinutioii of climatic data llirinmli a number of yeaif .Michigan and Joseph M. Dixon, of Montana, take their members of the association.
It seats in the United States senate in March they will association wit It only two or three
nly the authorities at Washington can ilo this.
go
before
mulct be done at once or a great Injury may he Inflicted find there many men with whom they have served in hundred members cannot
that committee and state that it repwi the vouthw est. Again The Citizen would call the at the linns,- of representatives.
growers
resents
the sheep
of New
if the ninety membe rs of the present senate thirty-fieiiliou of the legislature to Ihe impoi tam e of n memo
Mexico, who number several thouour
or mure than
sat in the popular sand.
rial to Washington.
blanch of congress before they became senators. Five
There is nothing, there
can be
also have been governors of their' renothing, that is of so much importNo other aiUaiac mm v strikingly of the thirty-fou- r
Iuily Optic:
ynu
runge
spective
ance
of
Virginia.
to
states
Illinois,
as this
Cullum
control
Daniel of
marks the superiority of tills age over former ones than
MH'rcary of Kentucky, Nelson of Minnesota, and Stone measure. U is of far greuter imthat which has been readied with regard to the treat of
portance
or
price
wool
of
than the
Missouri.
In all there are twenty-fou- r
former govnient of the insane, frequently among Ihe pom est per
lambs, or the car shortage, or any
In
ernors
tile
senati;.
win on earth, and all deserving of pity ami protection
it Is not a quesWhen Mr. Curtis becomes the colleague of Mr. other question, and
The Miloits of New Mexico at Santa l'e assembled must
tion of whether you want it, because
Long.
Mr.
Smith that of Mr. Uurrowa and Dixon joins it is coming whether you want it or
tad on the highest plum- of ethical development by
Curler, Kansas. Michigan and Montana will each not; but It is a question of what prolrvidiiig amply for the maintenance of the New Mi x Mr.
by two senators w ho acquire legislative visions we can gel Inserted in that
Iet be
Ico
for the insane located at I.as Vegas.
r,
In the house.
bill that will best meet with the needs
Iowa, with Allison and
it be their will that every insane person shall receive ixpeiience
Kentucky with i'.lackburn and McCrcary, and ami demands of the sheep growers of
the prox-- r attention, cost what ii may. The care
New Mexico
Maine with H.ile and Frye are so represented now.
New Mexico's Insane must not lie ov
The yearly membership fees in the
excluding tho.se w ho served
if the
New Mexico Wool Growers' associain the Itiiuse. Crane of Massachusetts, Culberson
of
tion is only ten dollars, but even this
was. in the liistmy of Albuquerque
There
Texas. Koiaker of ohm, l,a Follette
Wisconsin,
of
kui'cchh than tlx- - boosters' rally last night. ll Proctor uf Vermont. Tillman of South Carolina, and amount will be reduced providing the
i an
attain Its proper
tdioni-that Hie people of Al hitqiii tie fully appreciate I'eabinly of Ithoie sl mil are among the inure active association
giiovth. Money is needed to carry
that now Is the accepted time, ami that tin y have full members of ihe Senate. I!eeridge and Spooin-r
are mi Ihe work of the association, but
iiwakeneil from the apathy of lb, last few years.
prominent among Ihe senators who had not been rep- what is of vastly more importance
is an assoiialalon that repiesents by
resentatives or goernors.
A Chicago scholar
lb it 'nlutulm-- '
uyiij
With thii t t'uur uiembeis of tin- house 111 the sen-at- e its membership all the sheep growers
the territoroy.
.f discovery co.sl exactly tT.lia" KIT.' What kind
and twenty-fou- r
former governors it is apparent in Fill
in
enclosed application and
rruiiii jewels were those CJueen Isabella hoiked?
that nearly two-- f birds of the membership of the sen-al- e send it inthe
ut once, with the memberconsists of men who bad won political distinction ship fee of leu dollars, and become a
New York
In open contests before becoming senators.
An Arizona cowboy, single-handekilled six
member of the association and take
.part In llxlng Its policy.
ill Mexico.
The story, however, Is absolutely World.
If you are
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T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and

SOLOMON LUNA,

WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President

Manner

Albu-qeet-q-

For the
Best Line of

-e

tn Albuquerque
See Ours

MclNTOSH HA RD WA RE CO.

liv-in-

BBS!

already a member, take enough Interest In your association to get some
one else to sign the application and
become a member.
Yours truly,

New-Mexic-

en-ate- d.

open-haud-

i

President.

HUXrtY F. LEE,
Secretary.

Chus. Mellnl, Secretary

O. Bacbechl,

Success ora to

j"

MELINI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI

WHOLCMALK DCALCR

CIOMI.'

IN

The Ladies' Auxiliary of the 13. of
E will give their eleventh annual ball at Colombo hall, February
22. Music furnished by Ellis' arches-trTickets, $1.00.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

We do It rlgtjt. ROUCH DRY.
perlal Laundry Co.

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhwoat for Joe. 1.
8chlltz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayefa Cedar Brook, LOuls Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Tvlaertes,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat s. Call and inspect oar
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Fries Ust,
issued to dealers only.
rt t( mmvmi

L.

a.

Wa

Im- -

DON'T PAY RENT
A walk of two blocks will
save you many dollars, that
you are now paying to
other merchants, whose
rent and expense you must
help to pay. I occupy my
own building and am sell
ing clothing and shoes
without rent charges.

E. M

kaap avarytblog In Hock to outfit tba
most fastidious bar eomplata

I

Humphrey

0 v A LS
HEAT with the
Whole of it.

AH ARAM

COOK with
Half of it

Railroad Ava.

316 W

Simple,

A. D. Johnson

Cheap,
Economical.

-

The Albuquerque
Gas, Electric Light

'AMsU

and Power Go.

self-respe- ct

C

xcxccooco

one-thir-

Treasvrer.

Consolidated Liquor Company

LUNA,

SOLOMON

0XK0XX0X00000XX000000

J. D. Eakln, President
Q. OlomI, Vice President

-

Corner
Gold

Fourth and
Avenue

Phone Red OS
GENERAL

CONTRACTOR

llniisc iiiuvlnn. Well diilliiiK

(Eighty-fiv- e

and

drlvlliB.

W.ir tinlil and Seventh.

Conceded today to be the best in the world
IMione

711

Chickering & Sons Pianos

EAT MORE

d

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)

...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

WHITHON
MUSIC
(Established 1882.)

OO.

Come In and examine our new Holiday Stock, Everything In music
frm a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy pay-

ment plan.
116 South Second street.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

J. F. PALMER

Dol-live-

Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,
uf llif most nutritious

the
In

li.

Ditto

imad

is

of

foods

liss of
nnd note your Kiiin
in money Having,
rlienper than meats
Just as gratifying
To Ret the best bread
produetx, always or-

wholesome

hread--an-

d

and
to the appetite.
and other flour
der -- urrn-:u
uikam."

PIONEER BAKERY,
.

SOUTH

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First Street.
Both Phones.

riRST DlRZtiT.

I

The St. Elmo

I

JOSEPH

I

i20

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

West Railroad Avenue

D000000

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc. 3
8

SAMPLE

A NO
CLUB ROOMS

8
S

0iOefcOsliaSI

)

IllDAY,

KEimtAnY

EVENING CITIZEU,

ALBUQUERQUE
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we want Is boosters;
go after things."

HOUSANDS CHEER THE

BOOSTERS"

HOVE

Albuquerque "Boosters" to Make the
Great Southwest Greatest
Empire on Earth.
WILL

ALBUQUERQUE'S POPULATION

BE

50,000

IN

1912

the kind that 1100 from Edunrdo Chaves, which he ary plan, as far as I have Investigated
alleges the latter owes him on sheep Into the subject."
transactions.
He has brought suit
lYrniniient Organization Effected
Simon Stern, clothier:
"I am In
Secretary Maynard Uunsul then by his attorney, Nelll B. Field.
favor of putting all county officials,
rend the report of the committee apFlora Lonlgan desires a divorce with the possible exception of assespointed at the Burns banquet and a from hrr husband, John I.nitignn, sor, on
straight salaries; but would
permanent organization was effected. nnd has caused Attorney It. W. D. try and make assessors
part salary
Bryan to take the Initiative for securThe secretary's report follows:
and part per cent, ns an Incentive
ing the separation.
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 31, 1907
for them to be careful and get all as'Mr.
Chairman:
The committee
sessments In."
appointed by the booster. Hadden, the
E. I Washburn, of E. L. Washtoast master of the Bobby Burns
F
burn company, clothiers:
"I signed
banquet, upon the unanimous vote
the petition to put nil county officials
of all those present Is ns follows:
on
salary
a
basis, and I' am surely In
Frank McKee, J. C. Baldiidge, John
favor of thnt plnn."
(Continued from PQt One.)
Borradaile, J. N. Coffin. J. B. Herndon, Dr. J. W. Elder. Maynard Oun-schange
and It. W. Hadn.
National bank:
"I am In favor of mercantile 1IRM AT WII.I.ARD
With Instructions to call a mass putting all county officials
on
a
A business change of considerable
meeting and take nil necessary steps straight salary, so the people will interest
occurred
st Wlllard this
to organize the Albuquerque Boostknow what they are pnylng."
week, when the firm of Dunlavy,
ers' club, takes pleasure In reporting
E. Fox, of the J. H. o'Ulclly Jackson & Co., was dissolved and the
H.
as follows:
company:
"I think all olliclals Dunlavy-Bon- d
Mercantile company
We recommend that the name Al- should be placed
on a straight salary. was created. The new company sucbuquerque Boosters' club be adopted; It
to me for the best interests ceeds the old, says the Estancla News.
Thnt, ench and every one present of seems
both, the taxpayers and offlclnls, George Bond of Trinidad, Colo., nnd
at this meeting together with nil for
the former will know what the Wilbur A. Dunlavy of Wlllard, purthose who have made application or officials
will get for their Work, and chased the Interest ami good will of
indicated their desire to boost be
the latter will know what wages he j Benton S. Jackson and A. B. Mellon-laimade charter members; and, that will
who, with Mr. Dunlavy. mm-- j
receive for public service to be
anyone, regardless of business or soprised the old firm. The negotiations
cial conditions, politics, religion or performed."
J. B. Herndon, cashier Suite Na- had been under w ay for a month nnd
creed, professing a desire to join or
finally consummated Tuesday..
who can be persuaded by any of the tional bank: "I am In favor of the were
Jackson, who was manager of
forces of peace or war, or by fair per cent plan, as advocated In the 'theMr.Dunlavy-Jackson
Co., will lemaln
means or foul, be permitted to Join governor's message. If the salaries
seem to be too large, the county could with the new firm In a responsible
and boost;
position, and Mr. McDonald as well
be reclassified."
That, the objects of this organizaas Mr. Jackson will doubtless be
A. J. Maloy, grocer:
tion be, first a greater Albuquerque;
"I inn in fa- largely Interested In a wool scouring
second, A great New Mexico, third, a vor of straight salaries for county mill at Wlllard, soon to be establishgreater southwest. And incidentally ofllcials."
ed ns a result of developments which
and primarily to boost the population
M. P. Stamm, wholesale commis- have been In progress for some little
of Albuquerque to 60,000 In 1912, sion merchant: "All
county
ofllclnls, time.
New Mexico to one million In 1912, in any state or territory, ought
be
The Bond stores In this section of
and to make the great southwest on the salary basis. It Is the toonly
the territory will be put under one
the "Greatest Empire on Earth."
Intelligent way to pay a man for his management, with Mr. Dunlavy of
We recommend that the officers services, whether those services are Wlllard in charge.
The various
be: A president, vice president, sec- of a public
or private nature."
stores of fhe Bond Mercantile Co. will
retary and a treasurer; who, together
Ivan
Grunsfeld,
wholesale dry be supplied from Wlllard.
vv ith seven
additional members shall goods:
think It best all around
form a board of control with full to place "I
county
ofllclnls
on a straight
MATINEE,
power nnd authority to act and to salary."
adopt rules and regulations for the
W.
R.
Whitney,
president
Whitney Saturday afternoon, from 2 to I. lit
government of this club.
company: "I am In favor of the sal the Dlmoodluni. 309 West Ilailrotitl.
We further recommend that, the
following gentlemen be named to act
for the first year:
President Frank McKee.
Vice President
J. N. Coffin.
Secretary R. W. Hadden.
Treasurer D. A. Macpherson.
Together with the following: M. L.
Stern, Dr. J. W. Elder, George Arnot,
John Lee Clarke, Ivan Grunsfeld, J.
H. o'ltlolly. Maynard Gunsul.
That our stock of Groceries, Meats and
We finally recommend that
"If
Provisions is always complete and our prices are right
you can't boost, don't knock,"
and
request that this committee be dls
STOP AND TAKE A LOOK
charged.
Hespect fully submitted.
or telephone your order to the
FRANK McK EE,
Chairman.
CHAMPION GROCERY AND MEAT MARKET
Maynard Gunsul, Secretary.

or

ul
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Band Music, Red Fire. Blazing Torches. Grotesque Costumes
and Rampant Enthusiasm on Duke City's Streets.
Governor Hagerman and Other Speakers Address Crowded Meeting at Opera House.

This Exquisite Brass Bed
A Value of Values

tsc fhrmJi

An offering far above what
you have ever known at the
price. Stylish and highly artistic design, having two-Inc- h
tubing In the highly polished
or satin finish; thoroughly well
made, with cross supports and
heavy spindles.

Come prepared for a big surprise, as you will pronounce
this the most decided bargain
you have ever seen.
In placing our order before
the late advance, we are able
to offer this bed In either finish, full site or three-quartsize at
TWEVrV-ElVDOLLARS worth TIIIRTY-KIVDOLLARS.
er

E

E

Other

Brass

Beds in all Prices, Varieties

I

and

Designs.

.

people
cheered, the mountain, until at last the AlTen thousand
themselves hoarse in the Duke City pine climber, this surmounter of oblast night. lied and green lights stacles, came out In a beautiful valglared apace and a long flaming ley, where the sun was shining, the
stream of flickering torches was the birds sang In the trees, and the peoand
chief feature of a pot pour! parade, ple were cheerful, prosperous
(The governor undoubtled from the Alvnrndo hotel through hospitable.
the principal streets of Albuquerque edly meant this picture for Albuto the Elks' opera house," where an querque.
assembled multitude heard the ap- He touched on the loyalty every
peals of orators, whom they cheered person should have for his own fireto the echo.
side, and spoke' of the strife that
It was boosters' night. 50,000 peo- - usually comes in county divisions
pie for Albuquerque In 1912 was the fights.
He said that these fights
dominant spirit reflected In numerous were greatly to be deplored. They
illuminated banners, some of which tend to separate the people Instead
bore these legends:
of amalgamating them.
"This car for your surburbnn home
The Kills orchestra struck up "We
In Kansas City."
Won't Go Home Till Morning."
"Chicago would be a great town
There was great applause.
The
were it not for Albuquerque. No?"
audience was thoroughly
enthused.
"50,000 in 1912 or bust.''
Some overenthusiastic young men in
"Watch us grow."
the audience yelled "Who's all right;
"Push a good thing along."
Governor Hagerman,"
and nearly
"Where are the knockers."
booster on the stage was given
It was a tumultuous crowd abroad every
in the only onliest Albuquerque last the same greeting in turn. The Uniyells
night. Mayor McKee had literally versity boys gave their collegeenthu-siaof booster
turned the place over to the people and anwasatmosphere
everywhere.
and they "Boosted" with a will.
The mayor then announced a solo
Tfie Governor Arrives.
by T. Y. Maynard, one of the original
was boosters, composed by Original BoostThe spirit and enthusiasm
spontaneous.
Both were catchln', er "Bobbie" Hadden. It ran someand an epidemic of rampant optim- thing like this:
ism resulted. The pavements on both
Boost, Boost, ihe boys are boosting,
sides of Katlroad avenue west from to the tune of "Tramp, tramp, tramp
the Alvarado hotel were black for the boys are marching."
The audiblocks with cheering people. Tin ence helped out with the chorus.
horns blared, drums beat, whistles
of Booster Talk.
shrieked and pandemonium reigned
Attorney
H.
B. Fergusson was the
Hail-road
corner
of First street and
at the
next speaker and Mr.
Fergusson
avenue,, where the parade form- painted
ed. The peerless American Lumber buquerquethe Inevitable future of Alas
no
one else could. Its
company band discoursed stirring mu- infancy,
present and what the
sic here until time for .Santa Fe train Boosters' its
Is
going
club
to make it.
No. 1 to arrive. It brought Governor
"This Is an inauguration, the birth
H. J. Hagerman from Santa Fe. He
of
Albuquerque
tlie
Boosters' club;
was accompanied by Hon. Solomon the A It C,"
Luna, Councilman K. A. Miera, his "New Mexico shouted the speaker.
more
has
coal than
brother, Percy Hagerman and others. Pennsylvania,
coal will bring the railFe roads. New
Mr. Luna hud been In Santa
Mexico
a
wealth of
watching the proceedings of the ter- timber, 'which Is now has
being developed
ritorial legislature. The governor by lumbermen of experience
from
and party were met by the band and Michigan and Albuquerque, geographa long following of torch bearers and ically, is the center of all of these
n crowd of people which congregated things.
in the hospitable plaza of the Alvar- ganized There Is a corporation orunder the laws of New Mexado. Then the parade started.
ico and owning hundreds of acres of
Tlie Parade,
iron deposits in New Mexico, that is
First came the brilliant display on planning to build steels mills In AAlbuquerque
Traction
wheels of the
lbuquerque."
Mr.
Fergusson
company. The bed of an old street many other things too numerous said
to
mova
converted
into
been
car had
publish.
bore the
ing transparency, which
And the band played "Yankee
word '.'Boost" in box car letters on Doodle."
a
Also
car
bed
bore
the
sides.
the
Applause.
troop of the irrepressible young AmMayor McKee then Introduced Dr.
erica which was armed with every Gould, of The Evening Citizen, "The
kind of noise producer Imaginable. paper that Is boosting all the time."
Over the whole was a canopy of bril"Ladles and gentlemen," said th
liant incandescent lights.
doctor, "regardless of age, sect, color
The Albuquerque fire department or previous condition of servitude."
at the A ripple of laughter ran over the
followed the transparency
head of the band, which was led by house, which gradually grew into
Supt. Cowles of the American Lumresounding
applause.
Dr. Gould
ber company, John Borradaile, grand boosted along a different line from
marshal of the Boosters, assisted by that taken by the previous speakers.
Mayuard C.unsul He entertained as well as boosted, by
able lieutenants,
and "Bobbie" Hadden, had formed making references to little stories
the procession of "Boosters" in good with depth of meaning. He told of a
order and It filed behind the band. statesman who represented a county
In it a bunch of Varsity students was called Buncombe. The community
conspicuous
Then the Cactus club which the statesman represented was
with Its illuminated signs and amus- unimportunt
and sleepy, and so
ing slogans, and the (Jeronimo club, was the statesman who represented
tifty strong, dressed after the fashion it. He often slept on duty. One day
of Indians, and some of them mount- a matter came to a vote while he
ed on burros. The (Jeronimo club was asleep, and he was aroused to
was one of the hits of the parade.
cast his ballot. "Well, gentlemen,"
Not to be outdone in the matter he said, "I don't know what is to
Linde-mann
of "Boosting," the Learnard &
be voted on, but if it's against BunJuvenile band brought up the combe, I'm agin' it, and If It's for
muyoung
rear.
These ambitious
Buncombe, I'm for It."
sicians always excite favorable corn-me- n
That's the way the people of AlbuI.
querque should be. They should be
Crowded lo Suffocation.
for anything for Albuquerque, and
The opera house was crowded tf against anything against Albuquersuffocation. Every seat held a boost- que.
er, the foyer of the house was crowd"Albuquerque Is to be kissed Into
ed with standing people and in the new life," continued Dr. Gould, "and
four boxes, which embrace the stage, I want to put a kiss."
were many lady boosters of the highThe band played another bar of
er social set. on the stage were such "Yankee Doodle."
(
well known boosters as lovernor H.
Attorney Geo. S. Klock made a
J. Hagerman, Hon. Sol. Luna, W. P. short talk to the point and there was
Johnson. F. A. Hubbell, Ceo, S. more music, when Mayor McKee inKlock, Mayor McKee, Cov. K. S. troduced "I'nch: Johnny" Bearrup of
Stover, Maynard Cunsul, It. W. Had- the Bio Grande Woolen mills. Mr.
den, W. P. Metcalf. K. A. Miera of Bearrup read a lengthy paper on
Sandoval county; Dr. John F. Pea roe, fads and figures,
which reflected
J. N. Coffin, Col. John Borradaile, 1!. some on the intelligence of the
H.
Fergusson, M. L. Stein, boosters in the reckoning of the popCowles, H.
W. T. McCrelght. Prof. .Sterling. Dr. ulation of Albuquerque in the year
Ceo. T. Could, Dr. L. H. Chumherlin. 1912. Mr. Bearrup said that 50,000
J. H. Herndon, D. A. Macpherson, T. was ;ust half the figure the disk
Y. Maynard. W. H. allien water, A. K. should be put at. In his criticism o(
Walker. A. J. Maloy, M. Mandell, Dr. our streets, just after a good rain,
K. J. Alger. M. o. Chaduourne, J. H. the gentleman
forgot that Street
Itearrup, W. J. Johnson and John Commissioner Tierney worked hard
Lee Clarke.
to get them in condition for the paMayor McKee announced that :it rade last night.
a
banquet
Burns
"Bobble"
of
ihe
Music and applause.
week past the booster ball was startM. L. Stern and B. W. Hadden were
ed rolling, and that the purpose of the final speakers and both denned
the movement was to boost Albuquerwhat the first three words of the
que to a population of 50,000 by 1912. alphabet mean in tlie instance of the
"I will now introduce to you," said Albuquerque Booster club. Mr. Stern
the mayor, "a well known booster was In Denver a year ago, when the
from Santa Fe, Coventor Hagerman." business men of Denver took a speThe governor did not t.ilk long, but cial train and did a little boosting in
lie said some tilings which will long the country tributary to their town.
be remembered.
They went after business. Cot out
assure and got acquainted with their
"Ladies and gentk men.
you it is .1 great pleasure for me to
and he proposes that AlbuI
always feel at querque merchants do the same.
be here tonight
I
have alhome In Albuquerque.
Mr. Hadden, who at the Burns bantogether, quet, by a few simple words started
ways found them pulling
was the ball that has shaken Albuquercheerful and hospitable.
thinking as I came down fiom Santa que from the lumber mills cm the
Fe tonight." and then the governor north to the Santa Fe shops on the
told what he thought in a Moiv.
south and from the Iiio Grande on
Down I roni Santa IV.
the vest to the mountains on the
This story was about a man. an east the past week, that drew 10. ODD
Alpine climber, who fell In ,i deep people out into tlie night and brought
crevice in a glacier high up on the Governor Hagerman down from his
mountain. For years he labored in executive chair at the capital, spoke
this environment of ice, in at atmos- along a line that should fire every
phere chilly and unbecoming to hu- - j citizen to the situation.
"It's weil
(The governor may enough," he said," to fold your arms
man nature.
have pictured S.u.la Fe us such a and say that things that are coming
j will be nice for the town and all that,
Place.)
But the ylaeier kept moving down ' but that is not getting things. What
j

j

m
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The Bank of Commerce

Please Remember

into new country
NEW MllXltO
SHARK OF

CHAMPION GROCERY
PAN-HAND-

SCOTT

RESORT IN

KNIGHT

OF RECEIVER
APPOINTED

IS

to co.
(.i:t
ofAX(oniT
Ill IT
ta ssAitoi' s
M

iirHM-.ss-

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Furniture and Fixtures
Real Estate
Cash
Due from other Banks

ELKS'

OPERA

HOUSE,

COMPANY
FEB.

MONDAY,

$1,005,430.28
6,036.96
13,421.97
117.469.2C
367,605.83

LIABILITIES
Capital raid Up
Surplus and Profits
Deposits .

11

150,000.00
59,044.21
1,299,919.68
11,508,963.79

Engagement of the Eminent Actor

CHARLES B. HANFORD

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernalillo ss:

Accompanied by

MISS MARIE DROFNAH

Presenting

ShnkpKVKMiro's

JULIUS CAESAR
40 people la the
and a Carload
a

Production

I

I, W. S. Strlckler, Vice President and Cashier of the
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. S. STRICKLER,
V. P. & Cash.
Subscrl'ted and sworn to before me this 8th day of
January, A. D. 1907.'
R. M. MERRITT.
Notary Public,

Great est Historical Drama

Stria

of Beautiful Stage
Settings Showing:

of

Special Scenery

An Event of Unusual Artistic Importance.
Tlie Grand Square In Home. The Roman Senate. The Conspiracy In
Brums' Garden, Tho Great Quarrel Kecne. In tlx Tent of
Brutus. The l'lalns or 1'liillipl.
PRICES: 73e, $1.00 and $1.50. Sen Is on sale. Friday, Eel). H.tli.
NOTE Mr. Hanford will appear in the cast as "Marc Antony,"
tlie same role he so successfully played In the famous Booth-Barrecombinations for two seasons.

Correot-Attes-

SOLOMON LUNA,
J. C. BALDRIDGE,

tt

oooooooooooc

'

t:

II

Directors.

W. J. JOHNSON,

Chas. L. Keppeler
DHALEK IN

Convenience - Comfort - Security

K

New and Second Hand

Furniture Repaired,

K

FURNITURE

MATTRESSES

Household Goods,
Stoves, Ranges,
Chinaware, Crockery.

Made Over, Upholster-

. Tho telephone makes the

ing and Picture Framing.
All Work Guaranteed.

duties lighter, the cares less

1

315 and 319 South Second Street
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M

X.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

...

Proprietor

REP1OVAL
. .

French Bakery

IN YOUR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Crockery
Souvenir
views or

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

Under Huvciy Httt;l

Tho
telephone
preserves
your health, prolongs your life
and protects your home.

HANDSOME

Open Day and Night.

E. SUNTAAGG,

the worries fewer.

jO

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant

C.

it nd

Alvarado,

Cathedral, Commercial Club
Household Goods of Every Description

fffi

Borradaile
117 W.

& Co,

Cold Ave.

.

Scotl Kulglit was this morning appointed receiver of the Gussaroff billiard and pool hall by Judge Ira A.
Abbott In the Bernalillo county district court at the Instance of Joseph
Barm tt. The billiard and pool hall
is In the Harnett building on Second
street and has been a popular resort
for devotees of the cue for some time
past. Mr. Knight is ill possession of
the business as tlie agent of the court.
This proceeding is the aftermath of
a uit tiled in the district court for
a sum of money which Mr. Harnett
alleges Mr. Cussarof owes him for
Davil Welnmann, The Brunslent
wick Halke Cullender company and
others are mole parties defendant to
the suit because they have claims
against certain fixtures and goods
which the plaintiff In the action desires to secure to liquidate the amount
sued for. Some articles were removed
Local
from the hall yesterday.
rtgages on the
parties have chattel
same, it is said.
broke
Several days since,
a lock on the door placed there by
.Smith,
attemptwho
Constable James
ed to take possession of the place by
Mr.
order of
Burnett.
Brief Jilts of Court News.
Tcofllo Aragoji sttks to recover

'.

$1, 508.963.79

000000CX)00

For-ake-

HANDS

At the close of business January 7, 1907

LIVE AND DRESSED POULTRY
BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL
Orders solicited and prompt delivery to all parts of city. Give us a
trial order. Our new Telephone Niniilxr is 51.

GETS A GOOD
TEXAS
IMMIGRATION

r.
Culled States Marshal C. M.
who returned yesterday from
the Texas Panhanlde country, talked
Interesting y (Jlifs morning of that
part of the new southwest at his office in the Grant building.
Mr. Foraker stated that the panhandle country is growing very fast
and the land is being settled upon In
every direction from Amarilla, Tex.,
which appears to be the acknowledged metropolis of those parts. Mr.
Foraker says the railroad immigration agents are playing an active
part In the settlement of the virgin
lands.
"A train load of people reach
Amarilla every two weeks," said the
marshal, and they are rapidly tilling
up the adjacent country.
"These people come from the more
congested centers of population. Kansas, Illinois, Missouri, Iowa and Arkansas are furnishing many of the
Indiana hasn't been
homesteaders.
tapped yet but It soon will be.
The land and Immigration agents
work one state at a time and very
often they get a whole rural neighborhood enthused with the chenp
land proposition which they offer.
The cheap homeseekers rate is also
an Inducement to get them to travel
and when once they have seen what
they have to offer down there they
usually make up their minds to remain.
"The tide of immigration Is not
confined alone to the Panhandle
country.
It Is sweeping Into the
southeastern counties of New Mexico
too.
I'nlon. Quay, Boosevelt, Chavez and Eddy counties are getting
their quota of new settlers. They are
buying every available acre of tillable
land or homesteadlng it, as the case
may be, and that part of New Mexico
is rapidly filling up with people.
"The class of people who are going Into that part of fhe southwest
It Is a
are mostly young farmers.
thrifty class of people and well behaved.
"Amarillo is a town of ubout 12,- 000 and during the time I was there
1 did not see a policeman.
When I
inquired of a citizen if they had any
police there, he replied:
" 'Yes, we have a city marshal' "
"The city marshal upparently had
Utile to do."

BILLIARD

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

r. TljereiM

hoaheseekers flocking

.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Doctor McCormick

. .

From 213 West Railroad Ave.

Temporary offices, 522 West Railroad avenue. Nervous diseases of
women a specialty. Treatment for the permanent cure of all drug
habits undertaken. The liquor disease absolutely cured or not pay; yeu
to judge and pay after cured. My treatment may be sent to your home
on a moBt liberal guarantee, a stamp brings particulars. All business
strictly confidential. Hours 1 to 3 o'clock. W. W. McCORMICK. M. D.
Sixth street and Railroad avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

To 202 East Railroad Ave.
Raynolds' New Building

Albuquerque,

New Mexico

J. C. BALDRIDGE
DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER

Have Your Hand

Read by

Most

Renowned

Palmist and Clairvoyant

Mme. Le Normand
Has Armed, Will Remain a Short Time Only

Cu-sar-

best, wears
I.LI AMS PAINT Covers more, looks
the longest, most economical; full measure.
I'A I'K H Alway3 in btock.
BUILDING
Plaster. Lime, Cement.
Paint, alas, fash, Doors, Etc.
Elltsr STIIEET AND COAL AVE. AI.Bl Ol EKOA E, NEW MEV.
SH

KRW1N-W- 1

Tells the past present and future. Reunites separated, tells how
to (.tin the love of the one you desire, though miles away; how to succeed in business, speculations, marriage, law suits; locates mineral.
HEADING, 23 AND 60 CENTS AND VP.
ROOM aa ulUM) CENTRAL HOTEL.

ALBUQUERQUE

PACE SIX.
third reading, council bill No.
was
read a third time by title and upon motion of Mr. Dalies, seconded
and carried, that the bill do pass, the
roll was read by the chief clerk and
the bill passed the council by an
unanimous vote.
House Joint resolution No. 3 eas
taken up and rend the third time by
title. The amendments thereto were
then read by the chief clerk, and
upon motion of Mr. Martinez, seconded and carried, they were adopted.
Mr. Cameron then moved that
the resolution do now pass, and upon
a roll call vote the resolution was
passed by the council, the vote being
ayes 1 1. nays 0.
Mr. Mlera then moved
that the
council adjourn until 10 o'clock this
morning. Mr. Dalles asked to amend
the motion to take a recess until In
the afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, saying
that he anticipated further business.
Mr. Mlera Insisted upon his motion,
and Mr. Dalles withdrew his amendment. I'pon a rising vote, the motion to adjourn was lost, the vote
being 4 ayes, 5 nays.
Mr. Dalles then moved for a recess
until 2:30 o'clock In the afternoon,
t'pon a rising vote the motion was
lost by a vote of 5 ayes, 6 nays.
The council then found Itself in the
strange predicament of being unwilling to adjourn, and nt the same time,
having no further business before It.
Some of the members began raking
In their desk drawers for business to
bring before the council, but their
A motion
searches were fruitless.
was then made that the council adjourn until this afternoon at 2:33
o'clock. This motion was declared
out of order by the chair, as according to the rules, the council could not
adjourn Just after having refused to
adjourn, unless In the Interim It hnd
Mr. Sar
transacted other business.
gent then came to the rescue with a
motion to suspend the rules and ad
Journ until 2:30 o'clock this after
noon.
The motion was duly sec
onded and carried and the council
adjourned.

on Its second rending, and was

1

THE LEGISLATIVE

DONGS

OE

mm
For the Proper Bonding
of Officials Introduced by

Bill

Mr.

Sargeant.

The council of the thirty-sevent- h
legislative assembly held a session
morning,
convening at
yesterday
10:30 o'clock. The routine of busi
up
ness was taken
In regular order,
several bills being Introduced and
to committees.
Council
referred
hill No. 1 wan passed by the house.
having been reported favorably by
House
the judiciary
committee.
joint resolution No. 3, amended by
passed
name
committee,
the coun
the
cil.
The only suspension of rules
was In order to adjourn when there
was considerable difference of opinion as to when to again convene.
The house met yesterday afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock. The proceedings of
yesterday were as follows;

council.
the Thursday
Morning.

Ninth Day

Pursuant

adjournment
to
the
council met yesterday morning at
10:30 o'clock. President Spless In the
chair.
The invocation was offered
by the chaplain and Chief Clerk Martin read the roll, all answering present except Mr. Murray. The Journal
of the eighth days' session was read
and upon motion of Mr. Martinea.
seconded and carried, was ordered
approved as read.
The committee on judiciary, Mr.
Dalles, chairman, then reported favorably upon council bill No. 1, an
act for the election of Jury commissioners and the appointment
of
Jurors, and on house Joint resolution
No. 3, to provide members of the assembly with an official
In
roster
pocket form, which was amended to
carry an appropriation of $50 Instead
of $100, to be taken from the territorial monies not otherwise appropriated.
The report of the committee on
judiciary was adopted, upon motion
of Mr. Cameron, duly seconded and
carried.
Mr. Cameron, seconded
by Mr.
Dalies, moved that the rules be suspended for the third reading of council bill No. 1. Upon a roll call vote
the motion was lost by a vote of 2
ayes and 9 nays.
Council bill No. 17 was Introduced
by Mr. Sargent an act providing
for the proper bonding of territorial
and county officials and to amend
chapter 106 of the session laws of the
thirty-sixt- h
legislative assembly pertaining thereto. The bill was read
by title and upon motion of Mr. Sargent, seconded and carried, was read
In full the second time, and ordered
translated, printed and referred to
the committee on finance.
The bill provides that such bonds
must be furnished by surety trust
companies, authorized to do business
under territorial laws, and that no
personal bond or bonds by Individuals would be permissible; that section 1537, of the said laws. In conflict with such provisions, and all
other laws in conflict therewith, be
repealed upon the passage of the
bill; that depositories for county and
territorial funds be designated according to certain provisions, and
that they be required to furnish bond
for funds entrusted to them In excess
of said funds at least 25 per cent
The bill further provides that said
depositories must pay at least 3 per
cent Interest on funds entrusted to
them, the interest to be added to
said funds from time to time; that If
aid depositories refuse to pay interest, then other depositories in other
counties of the territory may be designated; that the bonds of territorial
and county officials shall be approved
by the attorney general and filed
with the territorial auditor.
Additional provisions are that the
amount to be charged by the trust
companies for furnishing said official
bonds Is fixed by a section of the bill
ranging from $4 per 11,000 for bonds
under $10,000, to $1.50 per $1,000
for bonds over $100,000, said amounts
to be paid by the territory through
the office of the auditor.
Council bill No. 18 was Introduced
by Mr. Duncan an act for the equalization of taxes among the counties
of the territory, and for other purposes.
The bill gives additional
powers to the territorial board of
equalization and supervision to gome
extent over the assessment of property In the counties.
It waa read by title and upon motion of Mr. Duncan, seconded and
carried, was read In full the second
time and ordered translated, printed
and referred to the committee on
finance.
Council bill No. 19 was Introduced
by Mr. Cameron an act to constitute the New Mexico Military institute at rtoswell a post of the national
guard of the territory, and for other
purposes. The bill was read by title
and upon motion of Mr. Cameron,
seconded and curried, was read the
second time In full and ordered
translated, printed and referred to
the committee on territorial alTairs.
The bill provides that the military
force at the Institute shall be a part
of the national guard, and shall be
subject to the orders of the governor
of the territory; that the officers and
instructors shall be commissioned by
the governor as officers of the New
Mexico national guard; that the superintendent shall not be commissioned to a higher rank than colonel
on the governor's
and
HtaiT. and that the other ofllcers shall
be of lower rank; that by reason of
these provisions, the officers so com
missioned shall not be allowed to
Malm pay for their services.
Council bill No. 20 was introduced
by Mr. Cameron an act to repeal
rhapter 67 of the session laws of the
thirty-sixt- h
legislative
assembly,
which said chapter relates to the
giving of aid by the territory for the
establishment of a permanent reservoir near the Elephant but tea to Improve the Rio Grande valley, increase the surface flow of water In
the Rio Grande bed and for IrriKa-tlo- n
and other purposes.
The bill
was read the first time by title, and
upon motion of Mr. Cameron, secd
onded and carried, waa read the
time in full, ordered translated,
printed and referred to the committee on Irrigation.
Under the business of bills on their
aide-de-ca-

ec-n-
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Amusements
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IlKi PROMOTION OF "RI IIAItn
TIIK THIRD," FRIDAY NIGHT.
The scenic and costume require
nients of Shakespeare's "King Rich
ard the Third." as portrayed by John
Griffith and his excellent company,
have been carefully looked after. All
the scenes are new and fireproof.
Copied from the best obtainable, no
Shakespearean company in existence
hus any better. Many novel mechan
ical and electrical equipments have
been introduced, that will add weird
and sensational effects to the scenes
requiring animation and extra embellishment. The audience will realize a great deal more than is usual,
for the appeal to the senses covers
all the points that experienced man
agement can Invent.
John Griffith
as "King Itlchard the Third," Shakespeare's foremost tragedy role, will be
here on Friday night, Feb. 1, at Elks'
theater.

tiik house.

Ninth Day Thursday Afternoon.
Pursuant to adjournment the house
met at 2 o'clock yesterday afternoon,
Speaker Baca presiding.
The Invocation was offered by the chaplain,
followed by the reading of the roll
by Chief Clerk Staplin. All responded present.
A message from the council was
received. Chief Clerk of the Council
Martin announced that the council
had passed house Joint resolution
No. 2, for the appointment of a committee to draft a new election luw,
and house Joint resolution No. 3, to
supply members of the assembly with
an official roster In pocket form.
Chief Clerk Staplin then read the
Journal of the previous session in
English, and it was also read in
Spanish.
Upon motion of Mr. Green, duly
seconded and carried,
the Journal
was ordered approved as read.
Mr. Abbott, of Colfax county, then
moved that the secretary of the territory be instructed to supply the
members of the house with "rat tall"
files, upon which to file bills.
The
motion carried unanimously, after a
discussion of the various makes of

"SIS" HOPKINS 1 KICK AT
TIIK KLKS FKIlItl'AltY 3.
"Sis Hopkins" will come to the
Klks, opera house on Tuesday, Feb.
5, beginning an engagement of one
night, with Miss Hose Melville in the
title role. This is the sixth season
Miss Melville has been playing the
character of the shy und awkward
little country girl of Posey county,
Indiana, and each year the part
grows in popularity and Miss Melville and her manager find It Impossible to put forth a new play which
has been ready for production for
three seasons now. The demand for
"Sis Hopkins" Is honest and It speaks
well for Miss Melville's art and the
fidelity of the author in his handling
of the human nature of the peop'e
he portrays. Miss Melville shows
her audiences the many sides to the
character of "Sis Hopkins" In so
quaint and faithful a manner that it
seems as If the story being told behind the footlights were real and
that the funny little girl Is experiencing all the pleasures of her enjoyment and all the pangs of her
sorrows. There Is comedy running
through the story, delightful and
homely comedy of a cleanly type and
with It all there is just enough
pathos of a delicate character to give
the play a heart interest which
makes It a masterpiece of rural
drama.
1

--

files.

House bill No. 29 was introduced
Speaker Baca an act to amend
section 1, chapter 38, of fhe laws of
1905, so that county
officials
be
obliged to establish offices In county
seats. The bill was read the first
and second time by title, ordered
translated, printed and referred to
the committee on judiciary.
House bill No. 30 was Introduced
by Mr. Mirabel an act to repeal sec
tions
of the
compiled laws of 1897, relative to
the bureau of immigration. The bill
was read the first and second time by
title, ordered translated, printed and
referred to the committee on judiciary.
House bill No. 31 was introduced
by Mr. Walters and Mr. Huppe an
act to regulate the classification of
counties and fixing the salaries of
county officials.
Upon the request
of Mr. Sanchez, the bill was read in
Spanish and English in full on Its
second reading, and wan then order
ed translated, printed and referred to
the committee on Judiciary.
House bill No. 32 was introduced
by Mr. Trujlllo an act to amend
section 10 of the compiled laws rela
tive to the distribution of waters In
community ditches.
The bill wa9
read the first time by title and In full
bj- -

iwwW'K.W
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then production

translated, printed and reon Judiciary,
ferred to the committee
House bill No. 83 was Introduced
by Mr. Padllla an act relative to the
transfer of real estate records from
Colfax to Union county for reference.
The bill was read the first time by
'title and In full on Its second read-- !
ing, and wns then ordered translated,
printed and referred to the commit-- I
tee on territorial affairs.
An addition to the first message of
the governor was received. It consisted of the reports of all territorial officials, boards, etc., to be attached as exhibits to the message.
The reports were ordered filed with
the message for reference.
Council bill No. 1 was rend by title
and referred to the committee on
Judiciary.
House Joint resolution No. 3, which
was amended oy uie council to reaa
$50 for an official roster Instead of
$100, and appropriating the monies
from those of the territory not otherwas taken up.
wise appropriated,
The amendments were read. Upon
motion of Mr. Holt, seconded and
carried, the house concurred In the
resolution as to the approprlaltlon of
the money, but upon motion of Mr
the
Beach, seconded and carried.
house refused to concur In the
amendment cutting the amount of
the appropriation to $fi0.
The house then adjourned until 2
o'clock this afternoon.
ordered

"Jl l.H

CAESAR" WILL UK
IIKKK MONDAY, 1'Kll. II.
A production of "Julius Caesar,"
such as Charles B. Hanford will offer
at the Elks' opera house on Monday,
Feb. 11, represents
an extenslva
study of Incident and detail, one
which commands the efforts of the
Among
artist and archaeologist.
the historical pictures are the Grand
squnre in Home, Brutus' garden, the
Roman senate, the tent scene and the
plains of Phlllppi. Mr. Hanford is
being surrounded this season with a
S

EVENING CITIZEN.

and a cast which surpasses any that he has before had.
It Is a production which represents
the highest traditions of the stage,
combined with Its most complete
modern resources.
"A MKSKKNGKK HOY"
Sl'IIKIH I.ED KOH I'KIHtVAHY.
The attraction at the opera house
last night was a very creditable one.
and the attendance In proportion.
The cast Includes a number of actors
and actresses of considerable ability,
who do much toward making the
play a rousing success.
The role of
Uoxy, the wnlf, was admirably carried by Miss Beatrice Terry, In the
delineation of which she displayed
the marked talent and ability for
which she Is recognized. Grit Is well
portrayed by G. D. Sweet, C. P. Post
handled well the nart of the villain
ous Count Cordlna, and Miss Dottle
Ray made an excellent Marie De
John. A number of specialties en
livened matters between the acts.
A band ntiH nrrhpstm npcnmnnnv the
show and the organization provides
very
a
pleasing
entertnlnment
throughout. During the evening they
were accorded the hearty applause
deserved by their work. Cedar Rapids Gazette.
The great play Is scheduled to ap
pear at the Klks opera house, Wednesday, Feb. 6. It is one of the best
on the road.
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How's ThfeT
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. F. J.
I'HKNKY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
e, the undersigned, have known K.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially able
to carry out any obligations made by his
Waldlng, Kinnan & Marvin.
firm.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally.
acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials
sent free. Price 7dc. per bottle. Bold by
all Druggists.
Take Halt s f amily fills for constina
tlon.

"My Sleep is
Restful--- ! have
much to Thank
you for"
Doubting won't cure you but if you will get
a bottle of Cooper's New Discovery and use
it according to directions, in one week you
will find a wonderful improvement in your
condition.

IT'S A REMARKABLE MEDICINE.
Cooper's New Discovery costs $1.00 per
bottle; six for $5.00. Cooper's Quick Relief,
the assistant remedy costs 50 cents per bottle.
Where we have no special agent, you can secure the medicine charges prepaid, by sending
the price of the remedies you wish direct to
The Cooper Medicine Co., Dayton, Ohio.
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SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

l't'HLI CATION.
With Ampl. Meant and Uniurpastsd Facilities.
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o
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Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

Solicits

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna. President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier;
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge,
Luna, A. M. Blackwell.
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

W.

J.

n

Sal-mo-

DEPOSITORY IXJR THE ATCHISON, TOFEKA AND SANTA FE RT.

o

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUr, NEW MEXICO
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

u.

m.

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

omPomiroRY

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchlsoa, Topeks

&

$500,000.98
$2B0,000.0t

Santa Fc Railway Company

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

ar

THE J. H. O'REILLY COMPANY
Corner Second

INTEREST

Carlos Lopez, Feaerlco Lopez, Fuu-stl- n
Garcia and Luis Garcia y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

roll

New Mexico

Capital and Surplus. $tou,uoo

viz:

NOTICE

.

ALBUQUKftQUK

ar

Did Not Cure Mrs. Tinker.
MHJICINB CO..
Dayton. O.
Gentlemen: "I nm ftcvcnty.nne run ot'nt. and fur n number
of er I bavt been in bed health. I had catarrh, kidney trouble
aad rheumatitro. I bad aevere couth which became no bad I eiaa
alraid 1 waa loinf into eonaumptiun. My atomach and bowela
bothered me all the time, and my appetite wae pour. 1 oould out
atecp, and wuuld couth up a larte amount of pletHnt. 1 have only
taken two bottle o Cooper'a New Ditcovcry. and the couth baa
almoat entirely disappeared. My kidneys and back ao looter hurt
me. M y rheumatism it tone, and my stomach and bowels arc greatly
improved. My appetite baa returned and my sleep is restful. I bare
so much to thank you lor. I know others who have been greatly
benefited by your remediea. Cooper'a New Discovery tad Uuick
Relief era splendid medieinea.
MRS. POLLY TlNHfiK.
I'M. Ralsloo Ave., India us nolis. Ind.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Mel-cho-

DOUBTING

COOPI--

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe. N. M., Jan. 28. 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Luis
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
flve-yeproof In support
of his
claim, viz:
Homestead entry No,
9220 made April 17, 1906, for the
NW4 SE14. NE!4 SW14, Sec. 1,
Tp. 9 ON., Range 6E.( and that said
proof will be made before H. W. S.
Otero, United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, und cultivation of, the land,

ot

Writes Mrs. Polly Tinker, who at three score
and ten finds relief in Cooper's New Discovery.

THE

lit)7.

1.

NOTICE KOIt rtllMCATION.

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby Riven that Jose
Grleg-- y Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
has filed notice of his intention to
make final five-yeproof In support
of his claim, viz:
Homestead entry
No. 9678 made July 17, 1096, for
the SE4 SEtt. Sec. 35, Tp. 10 N.,
Range 6E., and lot 1 and SE 14 NE14,
Sec. 2, and lot 4, Sec. 1, Tp. 9N.,
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
Range 6E., and that said proof will
be made before United State Court
Tomas Werner and Apolonio Gu- Commissioner H. W. S. Otero, at Altierrez, of old Albuquerque,
are buquerque, N. M., on March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
among those from Bernalillo county
prove his continuous residence
who secured positions at the territor to
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
ial legislature.
viz:
The Las Vegas Optic says: Frank
Venceslado Orlego, Jose Armenta,
Quler, an Albuquerque electrician Rafael Orlego and Carlos
Grlego, all
who suffers from a broken ankle, the of Carpenter, N. M.
a
having
accident
been sustained In
MANUEL R. OTERO,
forty-fofall from a telephone pole,
Register.
is In the city of magnificent distances,
o
whiling away some of the lelsur
NOTICE l'OIt rilllilCATION.
moments that hang heavily on his
idle hands.
Department of the Interior, United
The contract for furnishing all the
States Land Office.
frame work, store fronts, sash, doors,
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
etc., In the new Alma hotel at Bclen
Notice Is hereby given that
lr
has been given to the Superior LumGarcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
ber & Planing Mill company, on his filed notice of his Intention to
South First street. The hotel when make final flve-yeproof In support
completed will be first class In every of his claim, viz: Homestead entry
respect and will be the most pre No. 9298. made May 1, 1906, for the
tentious building In Belen.
Th SEVi NW
and N SW, Sec. 30,
property belongs to the John Becker Tp. 9N., Range 6E., and that said
company.
proof will be made before II. W. S.
Miss Jane
departs Otero United States court commisMcPnrtland
shortly for Chicago, where she will sioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
spend a fortnight at the millinery March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
houses in the Windy City, getting a
line on the fetching styles In fem- to prove his continuous residence
inine headgear.
Miss McPartland, upon, and cultivation of, the land,
who succeeds the O'Brien sisters on viz:
Candelarlo Ruiz, Pedro Garcia y
Railroad avenue, will return to Albuquerque with a beautiful line of all Garcia, Jose Grlego and Luis Garcia
the latest creations.
She will en- y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
gage a trimmer In Chicago, who will
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
accompany her to Albuquerque.
Misses Charlotte and Marguerite
NOTICE FOR runiJCATION.
O'Brien leave Sunday for their former home at St. Louis, Mo., where Department
of the Interior, United
they expect to reside In the future.
States Land Office.
The young women formerly conductSanta Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
ed the O'Brien sisters' millinery store
Notice is hereby given that Daniel
on Railroad avenue.
During their Jlnso
of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
residence In Albuquerque they were
of his Intention to make final
deservedly popular In the social cir- notice
five-yecles In which they moved, and they claim, viz: proof In support of his
entry No.
Homestead
made numbers of friends In the Duke
City who will regret to learn of their 9461 made May 22, 1906, for the
SW4 SE and SE14 SW14, Sec. 12,
intention to leave Albuquerque.
10N., Range 6E., and that said
Albuquerque fans are likely to be Tp.
proof
be made before H. W. S.
treated to some real base ball during Otero, wilt
States court commis
Manager sioner, United
the month
of March.
at Albuquerque, N. M., on
Storts, of the Albuquerque Tiuctlon
5,
1907.
company, Is in receipt of a communi- March
names the following witnesses
cation from the management of sev to He
prove
continuous residences
eral of the big league clubs that upon, and his
cultivation of, the land,
have been practicing at the City of viz:
Mexico. They will be returning north
Leandro Jaramlllo,
Jesus Garcia.
In March and want to play a series
Donaciano Gutierres
and Manuel
of exhibition games at Traction park. C.utlerres,
Carpenter,
all
N. M.
of
Mr. Storts has replied that the park
R.
MANUEL
OTERO.
is at their disposal and the games
Register.
may be expected.

SWlWrV

"vV

FRIDAY. IFIIKIAKV

and Railroad Ave.

CAPITaL

$100,000.00
20,000.00

SURPLUS FUND

With ample Capital, Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled facilities
for the transaction of all legitimate branches of Banking;
Business.
MARRON, President; Wm. FARR, Vice President; J. B.
HERNDON, Cashier; ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

O. N.

NOTICE l'OIt PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Eduar- do Carter of Chilli!, N. M., has filed
notice of his intention to make final
five-yeproof In support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
entry No.
6752 made Jan. 2, 1902. for the E
NF.!4, Sec. 12, Tp. 8N., 6E., NW4

j

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

ar

NW14, Sec. 7, and SWVi SW4. Sec.
Tp. 8N., Range 7E., and that said
proof will be made before II. W. S.
Otero, United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 15, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
slz:
Miguel Apodaca, Pablo ISeldonado,
Cidilo Montoyo and Celso Carter, all
of Chllili, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

j

Register,

NOTICE I'OK PUBLICATION.

IF YOU ARE IN SUSPENSE

Dfpartmeiil of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Carlos
Grlego of Carpenter, N. M., has tiled
notice of his Intention to make final
five-yepn.or In support of his
claim, viz:
entry No.
Homestead
9679, made July 17, 1906, for the

as to the best purchasing place for
finished building lumber dispel your
anxiety of mind by marching right
straight to this office. Our yard Is
stacked and stocked full of the
choicest output of the highest grade
lumber mills and you'll not turn away
on account of our pricing.

ar

SW4

NVV4,

N VM

SWVt.

Sec.

1,

and NH S K , Sec. 2, Tp. 9N. Range
6E., and that said proof will be made
before the United States Court Commissioner, H.
S. Otero, at Albuquerque, N. M.. on March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
s

1:

Veiiceslado Orlego Jose Armenta,
Rafael crlcgo and Jose Grlego y
Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
NOTICE l OK I'l'lU.ICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Ottlce.
Santa Fe, N. M.. Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Juan
Antonio Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
has tiled notice of his intention
to
make final flve-yeproof In support
of his claim, viz:
Homestead entry
No. 9297, made May 1, 1906. for the
SS SVi, Sec. 19, and N y NWli,
Sec. 30. Tp. 9N Range 6E and that
aid proof will be made before II. W.
S. Otero, United States Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation
of, the land,

i

RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

GO,

Corner Third and Marquette

0000C
OI.I

RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED 173.

L. Be PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries In
In the Southwest.

ar

viz:

y
Faustin GarcU, Pedro Garcia
GurcU, Curios Lopes and Jose Grlego,
all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

results In advertising,
an Evening Citliea want ad.

If yon want
tr-

-

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

0000OKfOtteK
THE

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkole Rooting

First and Marquette

Albttqcerque, New Mexico

FftlAY, FEBRUARY

ALBUQUERQUE

I. 1107.

The Room You Sleep In
should be restful to the eye as
well as to the body to prevent
that tired feeling when you get
up. One of our Brass Ilcds
and Princess Dressers Is 8
thing of beauty and a Joy for
ever, and a Leggctt & Piatt
spring
with an Ostermoor
g
comMattress Is a
fort.
life-lon-

J. D. EMMONS
The Furniture Man
Cor. Coal & 2d.
T. End Viaduct.
Auto PhcntL474. Cclo. Fhoix, Rtd 177

EVENTNTJ

CTTIZETf.

ooooooooo
o

REAL LIFE MYSTERY
SHERLOCK HOLMESD BY

-- ooooooao

-

DITION

SIR CONAN DOYLE o

The Great Clearance Sale is in Full Blast.
There is something doing here all the time. Everybody pleased
and every buyer making a saving. Here is a few sample sales of
yesterday.

ORIGINATOR OF TIIK FAMOUS
DETECTIVE CHARACTER STIRS
ALL ENGLAND HV TAKINH TIIK
PAltT HIMSELF IN BEHALF OF
A
MAX UNDER 4'ONVKTIOV
FOR A HEINOUS CHIME HIS
REPORT IX TIIK HOME SECRETARY INTENDED TO CLEAR
TIIK VM'ORTUNATE ERAT-I- I.

A mill worker said that a dark mixed suit was what he was after, $20 was the limit. One marked at $25 cost him $20. He was
more than satisfied. This is the way it goes and the way it will continue to go until the great sale ends SATURDAY NIGHT, the 16.
All Boys' and Children's Clothing, Hats and Toggery at

1

25 PER CENT CUT PRICED

o
o
o
o
o
o

OF

COUNTIES

Fine Clothing and Furnishing

ill

oooooooo
Elks' Opera House

..l$$lIi$tltttttlTSt
IP

Friday, Feb.

JOHN
GRIFFITH

ur

Fam-inatin-

Guaranteed Attraction.

$1.00

u
n

0999G99
090999999Z

COME

its Location
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0
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for

1906.

January

$4'.34

1. 19'i7. $24,642.92.
Hal. nice on hau l J.n.u
KiMiM Vell
1
ary 1. 90 5. $3,154.81. Receipts fr.r
lsnV $39.91 8.5 V, disbursements for

$.'4 115.5".

190.',.

Janu.iry
for 1906,

1.

R.ilame

on

hand

Receipts
!!. $1S.5?9.
disbursements

$53. 0"s5.67;

for 1906, $48,487.36. Balance oil hand
January 1. 1907, $23,556.20.
Sandoval Balance on hand Janu-

ary

1,

Cu5,

$7. ''0.09.

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and Improvement Co.

a

Balance

1.1S.

The Belen Town and Improvement

Receipts

for

0

ESTIMATED.

0

re 04Kvootovc-s-
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U

H

c oooo4i

eCMtcootoc$oo
c
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,0HH BECKER, Pres:

WM, M. 6ERGER,

Sec'j

CURE

Nov Discovery
r rnea 00
60c Ml.
an
fobC
FrM Trial.
OUGHS

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
William' Indian Ptla

will cure Blind.
SDr.
E Piles,
ana Itching
lmlmorlm the tumors.

tlluys the ItcbiiiK t once, acts
ns poultice, (f'ws instant re

Dr. v llllums' Indian Pile Oint
liut
ment Is nrenarfvl for PI lea ami Itch

Kcry

ing of Die private pnrts.

warranted,
rnfiit of price.

tragedy

LUNC8

THE

Dr. ling's

WITH

(mil

ltv

B"IIFICTURIHG CI..

box is

by mnll on
driizlts.
nmi SI. Oil. WILLIAM
Prop. lrvelBnd. Ohio,
r-

FOR SALE BY 8. VANN ft BON.

King Richard
the Third

FIRE INSURANCE.

Scenic Equipment
Novel Electrical Effects, Rich
and Correct Costuming.
Startling Buttle Tableaux and Every
Advantage.

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
BAMBROOK BOB. Prop:

New Fire Proof

Priors

and

75c, $1.00

$1.50

begins Wednesday,

Sale of seats

at Matson's book store.

ELKS'THEATRE
FEBRUARY S

TUESDAY,

"There aio't
tease iadala'iothio
for nobody what lever done aothla' far
yon.""Sls Hopkins

8th
Season

J.

8th
Season

R. STIRLING

Presents tlic Artistic Coined icune

Rose Melville
In the characteristic play

"Sis Hopkins"
Play of PurMhe. A plot of Sense.
A Happy Itlendlng of Fun

and

KaniOMt.

DON J. RANKIN & CO.

REAL, ESTATE
LOANS.
Automatlo Phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building

LIVKRY AND HOARDING OTABI.E
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY
The "Sadie" for Mountain Parties
and at special rates on week days
Auto. Phone 604. No. 113 John St.

A. E. WALKER,
rims

iNBimANem.

Secretary Mutual llulldlng Association. Office at 217 Wewt Railroad
avenue.

W. E.

MAUGEB

WOOL

with Raube and Mauger
orflce, 115 North First St.
ALbVQCEItQCE, N. M.

Ton

a,

am adi

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

THIRD STREET

Moat Market

of Ijiuglut! Idiuiclis! IjuiieIis!
The Pastoral Comedy Hit
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats
Rest Company Yet.
Steam Sausage Factory.
New and KjKvlal Scenery. New
EMIL KLI ENWORT
Music.
New Kpecialties.
Masonic Building, North Third Street
I.Hst time, last chance to see the
7.
famous

I 'u

1

A, 8LEYSTER

"Snakentine

Dance"

75c, $1.00 and $1.50
Seats on sale Monday, Feb. 4th, at

INSURANCE,

11-U- v

Matson's.

REAL ESTATE-NOT- ARY
PUBLIC.

Room C, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque, Automatic Telephone 174

FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADLESS DIRT, MORE
CANDIES, AT WALTON'S DRUG PER TON, GENUINE
STORE.
W. H. HAHN & CO.
E

C99m99m
999Z1999

TO BELEN, M. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
of Santa Fe Railway
Located on Belen

KILL the COUGH
AND

and a superior company in a majestic
revival of Shak- II
espeare's immortal ui

Wednesday,

Messenger Boy"

I.

America's Leading
Tragedian,

Elks' Theatre

"The

!

ONE NIGHT ONLY

"SHORT

n
n
0

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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The Sale of all Sales

o
o
o
o

1905. $22,261.64;
disbursements for Special Correspondence.
1905. $13,591.68.
Balance on hand
London, Feb. 1. Conan loyle has
ReJanuary 1. 1906. $15,730.15.
buckled down to sure enough detec
ceipts for 1906, $21,016.89; disbursetive work.
ments for 1906, $21,788.68.
Balance
As "Sherlock Holmes" in real life.
on hand January 1, 1907, $14,958.36.
he has Investigated a crime mystery
San Juan Balance on hand Janu- which has stirred England a dozen
ary 1, 1905, $5,290.07. Receipts for times
In the last few years. However,
1905, $33,680.50;
disbursements
for instead of attempting to convict a
1905, $28,163.60.
Balance on hand man, he Is trying to clear him.
January 1, 1906. $10,806.97. Receipts
The labor on tne part of Sir Arthur
dlsburpements
1906,
$34,170.33:
for
for 1906, $32,218.69. Balance on hand Conan Doyle Is one of perfect disinHe is seeking Justice
terestedness.
January 1. 1907, $12,760.61.
for a man who, he believes, was un
Sun Miguel Balance on hand Janjustly
by the
police of
SIR ARTHUR CONAN BOYLE.
uary 1. 1905. $39,277.91. Receipts Tor Great convicted
Britain.
He volunteered his
1905, $154,252.62; disbursements for services and his report, 10,000 words. The orlgfnator of the great detective,
Sherlock Holmes, who has just
In the Territory. Showing Re- 1905, $152,772.75. Balance on hand Is given to the public for the benefit
acted the part himself.
COMING EVENTS
January 1, 1906. $40,755.78. Receipts of the man who was wronged.
for 1906, $156,330.74; disbursements
ceipts and Disbursements
young
Edaljl,
Geo.
student, gan to read them very languidly at
a
law
for 1906. $160,154.21.
Balance on was sentenced to seven years' penal
first. Then some statement he made
H1 91
hun.l Tnnnnrv 1 111(17
For Years 1905 and 06.
service on the charge of being a
me, und after that there were
February 1 King Richard,
the
Santa Fo Balance on hand Janu-jar- y midnight marauder, a sort of Dr. struck
1, 1905, $15,176.70.
Receipts for Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, who multllnted several others which held my atten- Third, by John Grfflth.
really
I
Interested,
became
and
tion.
for the horses and cattle of his neighbors
February 5 Sis Hopkins.
Traveling
Auditor '1905, $76,573.89; disbursements
Territorial
that here was a man who was
Balance on hand In a barbarous and horrifying man- saw
Charles V. SafTord hus Just completed 1905, $69,766.24.
February 6 Messenger Boy.
needcase
a
In
which
telling
truth
the
1, 1906, $21,994.35. Receipts ner.
a comparative statement showing the January
The conviction was upon pure- ed further investigation.
February 9 Creston Clarke.
receipts and disbursements of the for 1906, $93,416.91; disbursements ly circumstantial and expert hand"Well, I met him by appointment
February 11 Julius
Caesar
varloas counties of New Mexico for for 1906, $88,606.56. Balance on hand writing evidence. Edaljl was made later,
and then I decided to take up Charles Hanford.
.January 1. 1907, $26,904.70.
years
sort
out
a
of
fiend
who
for
had
the years 1905 and 1906.
I
1
firmly
am
convinced
case.
his
2,
that
26
on
February
to March
"The Hol- hand January been writing anonymous letters
Balance
to
According to the figures the total 1, Socorro
1905, $23,197.84. Receipts for 1905, hlmsel.' and other villagers at Great if ever a man was innocent Edaljl is. llngsworth Twins."
receipts from all of the counties In $86,159.59;
I have been to Great Wyrley, and
disbursements for 1905, VVyrley, near Birmingham.
March 14 The County Chairman.
as against $77,173.99. Balance
190 were 12,018.117.75
gone carefully over the scene of the This is the banner performance of
on hnnd January
public
so
doubt
There
much
."as
1.731,8.31 in 1905. The disburse- ;1, 1906, $32,183.47. Receipts for 1906,
outrages, as well as read a number of
season.
ments for the two years were respec- $94,071.87; disbursements for 1906, over the case that six months ago letters and papers. Since I first took the
alKdaljl
prison,
was
released
from
2
1
1,666.55.
tively $1,886,911.23 and 1.6
I have
been
$90,038.94. Balance on hand January though not pardoned, having served the matter In hand
The aggregate balances in the various .1, 1907, $36,216.40.
working, 1 suppose, twelve hours a
only three years of his seven-yea- r
county treasuries on January 1, 1907,
day at it."
Sierra Balance on hand January
...The
amounted to $782,343.33.
!l. 1905, $15,693.97. Receipts for 1905, term.
those
"And have you followed
inprotested
Edaljl
always
has
The financial statement by counties ,$39,377.81; disbursements
for 1905, nocence. Few believed him, for he methods which you made Sherlock
LINE"
Is as follows:
$41,095.10. Balance on hand January and his people were considered queer. Holmes use?" ho was asked
1906,
Receipts
1.
for
$13,976.68.
on
1906.
JanuBalance
hand
Hornallllo
"Ah!" he
to the mining camps of Colorado,
Sir Arthur laughed.
Parsee
His father Is a
disbursements for 1906, from India, who became Christianized said. "There Is a good deal of differary 1, 1905. $28,382.60; receipts for $47,322.26;
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
for $48,954.88. Balance on hand January and was made a vicar In a small su- ence between fact and fiction, but I
1905, $222,806.94; disbursements
Colorado Springs nnd Pueblo, Is
1905, $205,935.15.
Bulnnce on hand. 1. 1907, $12,344.06.
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and
burban parish, marrying an English have endeavored to get at facts be
Taos Balance on hnnd January 1. woman.
January 1, 1906.- $46,254.29. Receipts
fore coming to any conclusion
the
Receipts for 1905,
disbursements 1905. $16,583.68.
for 1S06 $271,796.42;
Says Sir Arthur: "A few weeks
"Then you started without any pre
disbursements for 1905, ago Edaljl sent me cuttings of some disposition in Edalji's favor?
for 1906 $247,281.72. Ualance on hand $24,568.26;
DENVER & RIO GRANDE
$27,456.37. Balance on hand January articles which he wrote on .his own
January 1, 1907. $69,768.99.
"Yes. I kept my mind perfectly
1906,
Receipts
1,
for
$13,706.57.
1906,
case. For several days the cuttings open. In fact, on several occasions
OliHTe
Ualance on hand January $32,806.99;
RAILROAD
disbursements for 1906, lay on my writing table, and they I came across the side Issues which
$14,657.67.
1.
Receipts for
1905.
January
on
hand
$30,408.20.
Balance
might have remained
for
there like might have led to proving Edalj's
1906, $142,151.25; disbursements
through
fertile San Luis valthe
1906, $97,794.97.
others, only glanced at, had I not guilt, and I left my main InvestigaBalance on hand 1. 1907. $16,105.36.
ley: also to the San Juan country
treasury
In
Nothing
Torrance
up.
In
In
each
January 1, 1906. $61,013.95. Receipts January 1, 1905. Receipts for 1905, found myself one evening with noth- tion to follow them
of Colorado.
stance, however, finding innocence
for 1906, $165,607.50; disbursements $10,728.66; disbursements for 1905, ing very much to do.
be1
up
proved."
clearly
on
and
hand
"So
took the cuttings
for 1S0S.S155.761.91. Balance
For Information as to rates,
$3,734.77. Balance on hand January
January 1, 1907, $70,859.54.
train service, descriptive literature
1. 1906, $6,993.89. Receipts for 1906,
A
on
hand January
tktlfax Balance
address.
M I X PTE
IX)
1906,
TIIK
SHERLOCK HOLMES
Receipts for $15,937.16; disbursements forJanuary
1,
1905. $43,675.27.
S. K. HOOPER,
on
hand
$12,422.76.
Balance
1906, $125,923.31;
disbursements for
Story of
True
Evening
Secured
Remarkable
Citizen
the
The
Has
1. 1907. $10,508.28.
& Ticket Agent
Passenger
General
on
hand
1905. $127,878.92. Balance
Conan Hylcs Sleuth Hunt in a Mystery la Ileal Life.
Balance on hand January
Denver, Colo.
January 1, 1906, $41,699.66. Receipts 1. Union $37,959.25.
you
1905,
Holmes
the
Sherlock
real
Suppose
the
could
from
Receipts for
hear
1905.
disbursements
for 1906, $152,916.93;
for 1905,
real story how he solved a mystery more baffling than any in his
Balance on $62,192.31; disbursements
for 106, $140,723.64.
January
or
"Adventures?"
on
"Memoirs"
hand
$62,545.48. Balance
hand January 1, 1907, $53,893.05.
Could anything pull you away from that story until It was fin1906, $37,606.08. Receipts for 1906,
Doba Ana Balance on hand Janu- 1.$81,228.78;
for 1906,
ished? Hardly!
ary 1, 1905, $30,751.26. Receipts for $70,952.85. disbursements
Sherlock Holmes Is the most famous detective ever created, and
Balance on hand January
1905, $61,086,87;
disbursements for
The Evening Citizen has coming a story, "The Case of Mr. George
1905, $74,990.39. Balance on hand 1, 1907, $47,882.01.
Edaljl," written by Sir A. Conan Doyle, the creator of Sherlock
Balance on hand JanuJanuary 1. 1906. $16,847.74. Receipts aryValencia
Holmes, In which the famous writer tells how he himself took the
1905, $42,380.74. Receipts for
for 1906, $82,309.50; disbursements 1905,1, $57,803.70;
Feb. 6.
part of the great detective and unraveled a real mystery which had
for
for 1906, $74,234.91. Balance on hand 1905, $53,200.14. disbursements
balked every effort of the famous Scotland Yard officers.
Balance on hand
January 1, 1907. $24,922.33.
He was convicted after a
"George Edaljl" Is a real person.
1, 1906, $46,984.30.
Receipts
Eddy Balance on hand January 1, January
sensational trial. Conan Doyle became Interested, and after some
Receipts for 1905, for 1906, $56,869.95; disbursements
1906, $36,275.88.
MR. GKO. D. SWKKT
Investigation became convinced of Edalji's Innocence.
Balance on Dana
$103,499.24; disbursements for 1905, for 1906, $70,106.57.
of
1907, $33,747.68.
Then Conan Doyle Invested himself with the character
$98,112.79.
Balance on hand Janu- January 1. Balance
Takes I'leasure in
on hand January
Sherlock Holmes, and, using the famous methods of his hero, preary 1, 1906. $41,662.32. Receipts for 1. Total
Receipts
pared a powerful presentation of the case to the home secretary of
lor
1905, $542,834.35.
1906, $120,915.91; disbursements for
l'resentinr
for
Great Britain.
Balance on hand 1905, $1,731,989.31; disbursements
1906, $104,341.25.
offered
the
on hand
Is one of the most absorbing narratives ever
It
Balance
$1,621,666.55.
1905,
January 1. 1907, $58,236.98.
ReIn six Installments, beginning
$653,136.81.
1906,
public. You simply can't miss it.
CJrniit Balance on hand. January January 1. 1906,
dis
$2,016,117.75:
In Tin- - Evening Citizen on Monday, February 4.
1, 1905, $48,837.62. Receipts for 1905, ceipts for
W II
$1,886,911.23.
for 1905. bursements for 1906.
$105,119.23; disbursements
January 1, 1907,
$105,422.03. Balance on hand January Balance on hand
Receipts for 1906 $782,343.33.
1, 1906. $48,534.82.
NOTICK FOR PUBLICATION.
Cured of I.ung Trouble.
for 1906,
$133,551.78; disbursements
The Grip.
Is now eleven years since I had Department of the Interior, Land Of"It
$124,119.49. Balance on hand Januvlth a narrow escape from consumption,"
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.
"Before we can sympathize
ary 1, 1907. $57,967.1 1.
January 29, 1907.
have suffered our- writes C. O. Floyd, a leading business
Guadalupe Balance on hand Jan- others, we must
Notice is hereby given that Sanuary 1, 1905. $14,989.38. Receipts fur selves. No one can realize the sufof man of Kershaw, S. C. "I had run
for fering attendant upon an attack
down in weight to 135 pounds, and tiago Garcia, of Chilill, N. M., has
1906, $32,017.66; disbursements
20 People and Iliuid ii Oct luxlru
of his Intention to make
Balance on hand the grip, unless he has had the actual coughing was constant, both by day filed notice
1905, $30,568.34.
flve-yesupport
lliti Messenger Roy is One of Uie
In
proof
of
no
probably
Is
dis
final
takexperience.
There
began
Finally
Receipts
night.
I
by
$16,438.70.
and
January 1. 1906,
No.
Entry
via:
physical
Homestead
so
and
of
claim,
his
much
causes
llrilliant and
and
Discovery,
ease
King's
that
New
disbursements
ing
Dr.
for 1906, $34,469.99;
All American Comedy
continued this for about she months, 6691 made October 2, 1901, for the
for 1906, $36,975.87. Balance on hand mental agony, or which so success
and SWli
fully defies medical aid. All danger when my cough and lung trouble were SEK NWU, EH SW
January 1, 1907, $13,932.82.
Dramas.
Township 8 N, Range
Lincoln Balance on hand January from the grip, however, may be avoid- entirely gone and I was restored to 8 E , Section 3,
will
proof
made
be
said
and
that
E.
prompt
use
Chamber
of
pounds."
by
170
weight,
Receipts
ed
the
my
1,
for
$19,434.35.
1905,
normal
Among the Thousands of persons are healed before H. W. S. Otero, United States
disbursements for lain's Cough Remedy.
1905, $44,195.49;
at Albuquerque,
1905, $43,208.45.
Balance on hand tens of thousands who have used this every year. Guaranteed by all drug- Court Commissioner
1907.
Trial bottle N. M.. on March 5,following
January 1, 1906. $20,421.39. Receipts remedy, not one case has ever been gists. 60c and $1.00.
witnesses
He numes the
for 1906. $50,965.75; disbursements reported that has resulted in pneu- free.
to prove his continuous residence upfor 1906, $42,864.89. Balance on hand monia or that has not recovered. For
Prices - 50c, 75c,
viz:
of,
land,
the
"Every poor boy in this country on, and cultivation
sale by all drugglr'
January 1. 1907. $28,522.23.
SandoAntonio
Manuel Y. Acunla.
n
has a chance to become president."
liUna
Balance on hand January 1,
"Yes, but isn't it too bad we don't val, Julian Lucero and Jose Mora, all
Receipts for 1905,
"Men are all alike all bad," de
1906, $17,083.30.
Scats on sale Tuesday, Feb. 6th,
for 1905. clared a Chicago Judge. Don't be elect enough United States senator's of Chilill. N. M.
$61,954.76:
disbursemt'iits
Matson's.
15.
at
OTERO,
MANUEL
$55,888.80. Balance on hand January rough on the Judge. Maybe he has so that every millionaire would have
Register.
a chance to become one."
1. 1906. $23,149.26. Receipts for 1906 lived in Chicago all his life.
fur 1906,
$77,456.11; disbursements
$67,384.62. Balance on hand January
1. 1907. $33,220.75.
Mckinley Balance on hand Janu
ary 1. 1905. $19,450.81. Receipts for
for
1905. $45,418.62; disbursements
1905, $41,612.45.
Balance on hand
January 1, 1906. $23,256.98. Receipts
43,:is2.13:
disbursements
for 1906.
for 1906, $35,101.92. Balance on hand
January 1, 19U7, $31,537.19.
Mont Balance on hand Janu.iry 1,
1905, $17,048.4 1. Receipts for 1905, H
$38,719.63;
disbursements for 1905, U
$37,602.89. Balance on hand January
Receipts for
1,
1906. $18,165.15.
disbursements for
1906. $38,175.47;
HELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
Cut-of- f
hand
1906. $39,204 46. Balance on
N. M , AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
January 1. 1907. $17,136.16
AND
EAST
SYSTEM
LEADING
THE SANTA FE
Otero Balance on hand January 1
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
1905. $19,717. Receipts for 1905, $78
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGE490.30; disbursements fur 1905, $87.- LES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
345.70. Balance on hand January 1,
Receipts for 1906
1906, $10,861.31.
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
j
1106
$81,037.56; disbursements for
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 23140
$76,617.66. Balance on hand January
ij
SO
AND
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD
1. 1907. $15,281.21.
.STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
Quay Balance on hand January 1
Receipts for 190;,.
19U5, $9,116.56.
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D GRAND
disbursements for 1905,
$26,329.99;
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COST$25,94 1.58. Balance on hand January
ING J16 000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
1, 1906. $9,504.97.
Receipts for 1906,
POPULATION OF l.f.00 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
1 906,
$28,919.22; UluliUrsemetits for
BELEN
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
$27,920.1 1. Balance on hand January
PATENT ROI.LKU MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
1. 1907. $10,604.08.
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESrirt Arrllwt lUlfinre on hand January . In5. $1K,6:I9.L5. Receipts for
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPTAURANTS. ETC.
for
905, $36,758.46: disbursements
PING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR. WHEAT, WINE.
Balance on hand El
1905, $$5,769.57.
ITS
BEAN'S AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
.lanuiry 1, H"fi. $16 62S.H. Receipt
A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILAS
IMPORTANCE
for 1906, $4S. 355.9ft;
ROAD CITY IN THE NEAR PUT I' RE CAN NOT BE
on hand

riHAMOIAI S3
r WHI10IHL

seven.

PAGE

HEAT
GAS

o

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS,
MAIL
AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO HELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
ALL

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
I'EEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
WITH MORTGAGE
SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH

8

PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
IF

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH T SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

KKS
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$6.00
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LOCAL AND

i

PERSONAL.

I

met this afternoon
The W. ('.
at the home of Mrs. Vaughn.
Juilaie V. II Ncwcomb, of Silver
City. registered at the Alvarado last
nlRht.
Arehu-let-- .i
J. M. Archuleta iiml A.
T. lT.

They harm the

Stylish Shoes
-

1

They fit smoothly,
keep the heel from
slipping, support the
instep and give comfort to the toes.
Solid leather and

good workmanship is
used in their manufacture and therefore
they wear well and
hold their shape.

Mori's

Patent

Colt Shoe
$3.50 to 91.00

Men's Viol Kid Shoes

2.50 to

4.00

Men's Itox Calf Shoes

2.25 to

S.50

Women' Patent Kid Shoes. .
3.50 to 5.00
Women's Vlcl Kid Shoes....
1.65 to 5.00
Shoes of Itoy-- t nml (JirN....
1.00 to 2.75

Largest Line of Candy in the City

Vegas.
Rev.

I
1

C. N. BRIGHAM
Successor to

F. F. Trotter

CONFECTIONERY

SUGAR

GEO. W. HICKOX

T. Y. MAYXARD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH

ALBUQUERQUE

SECOND

HARDWARE

ST.

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

A Rarebit
tobeproprrlypi?onrcdjhoulJbeitinde
in a M;iuu::?', Lormau Cna6nfr liUh,
Ahrav:
uu worrvlnw about firen.
SI .np!y u tuatc'.i,
ul iu a lew iniuutc
the

Banning, Oovtman

&

Go.

Chafing Dish
has prrvlneeda tlalntymorael to regale

muc to st- - that your
mpp II tit with tlia
patcaitaMl aramlcaa
vory " caaa.
tlrd fuod uu mini only in Man.
uiu, lmuan & to. Chabug lU.liea.
Fon OALC
your eul-sdialing

:

ALBUQUEROUE

I;?

4

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue
THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD
DliBOtfli. Wltcbes. Jewelry, Ct Glass. Clocks, tillterarire
rour trade and fuarmue A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE
We

.

ennie In yesterday from I'agosii
sprliiK, Coin.
Wanteii; to buy Hour males. Ap
ply to John FlnnlRim company, 1422
Ninth First street.
C. tl. Phlel. I'nltetl Stales post office Inspector, nrrlved here last evening from u trip to Denver.
Mrs. H. A. Cooper, of Bouth Walter
street, will entertain the Iowa cluh
Monday afernoon. February i.
and
Simon Neustadt, postmaster
general merchant at Los I,unaH, la
spending the day In the metropolis.
the
M.
P. Kelly, representing
Southwestern Itrewery & lee compassenger
pany, was a
north this
morning.
Mrs. M. I!. Williams, w ho was here
visiting her daughter, Mrs. It. C. Dillon, has returned to her home at I.ns

lo show the beauty of yrur
fool to the beit advinUpt,
and tingle you out as being well dresaed. J jt J

lDlt

Hugh A. Cooper will deliver
the address this evening before the
Salvation Army, at their new hall on
West Sliver avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Coffin expect to
leave this evening on the delayed
flyer for California, where Mr. Coffin
Is called on business.
(lovernor Hagerman was accompanied to the ety last night by his
brother and nephew, Percy Hager
man and son, of Colorado Springs,
Colo.
Solomon

Luna, who has been In
Santa Fe for the past few days, came
down last night with the gubernatorial party and was present at the meeting of the Boosters' club.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Tharp of 318
South Kdith street, are entertaining
their friend, Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Lee
and daughter of Sedalla, Mo., who
arrived in this city last night.
A. Q. Reaurgard has purchased the
Tessler barber shop, located at 111
West Railroad avenue. The consideration has not been made public.
Mr. Tessler retires from the business.
Mrs. H. A. Sleyster, who submitted
to an operation at the St. Joseph's
hospital the other, day, Is reported
greatly Improved, and friends hope
she will be up and down town in a
short time.
Dr. Cams Is anticipating
a visit
from his sister, Mrs. E. L. Erweck, of
White Plains, N. T., and brother-in- law, John D. Kerr, of Homestead,
Pa., who are expected to arrive from
the east tonight.
Miss Belle St. Claire, of Lawrence
Kan., Is in the city, a guest of her
cousin, Dr. B. M. Williams.
Miss St.
Claire makes a profession of getting
up Juvenile minstrel
shows for
churches and lodges.
A Raymond & Whltcomb special,
carrying sixty-on- e
new York people
was In the city for a half-hou- r
this
morning. The train consisted of four
Pullmans, one buffet car and a baggage car.
California Is Its destination.
Mrs. J. A. Barnard
leaves this
evening on the delayed flyer for Los
Angeles, where she will be Joined In
the near future by Mr. Bernard and
children.
The Halliards spent the
winter in Albuquerque for Mr. Bar
nard's health.
Wallace Hesseklen denies thul J. I!
Herndon's overcoat was taken from
his back. Mrs. Hesselden discovered
that Mr. Hesselden came home with
a wrong coat, and not the one she
gave him as a Christmas present, and
gave the snap away.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Neville and Mn
Reglna N. Strong, of Denver, will ar
rive on the delayed limited this aft
ernoon and for a week will be the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Strong.
After their visit her they will con
tinue on to southern California.
A regular meeting of Q. K. War
ren post No. 5, f. A. R. will be held
In Odd Fellows' hall tomorrow even
Ing, Feb. 2, at 7:30 o'clock. A good
attendance Is desired. Visiting comrades always welcome. Jos. N. War
ner. P. C; W. VV. Havens, adjutant.
Hon. K. A. Mlera, member of the
lower house of the legislature from
feandoval and Santa Fe counties, ac
companled Governor Hagerman down
from Santa Fe last night, and Is
spending the day In the city. He will
return to the capital tomorrow morn

EVENIJTQ

CITIZEN.

last.
"Daddy" Loudon Is all smilei
these days, and Invites friends to call
at his dairy and get a drink of genuine Jersey cream and milk.
Mrs. Ed. Smith and her sister. Miss
May Hatcher, have returned home
after a pleasant visit with relatives
and friends In Kansas.
Karl Lehman, of Denver, field secretary of the Christian Kndenvor society of Colorado, will meet local
Christian Endeavorers this evening at
the Congregational
church, where
there will be a workers' conference
at 7 o'clock. An hour later he will
nddress a mass meeting, at which
there will be special music.
Pletro Domanlcntl, arrested several
months ago for selling liquor to Indian boys from the local Indian
t'chool, was given a hearing yesterday
ny united States Commissioner Whiting, and hound over to the grand
Jury. DomanlcatI gave bond for his
appearance before the United States
grand Jury, which will meet March 3.
Henry Connelly and wife returned
this morning after a short absence In
California.
Mr. And Mrs. Connolly
went to Los Angeles with a view to
making their home, but have con
cluded that there Is no place like Al
buquerque.
They say that It has
been raining there for the past several months and that It is otherwise
undesirable as a place to live.
The ladles of the Congregational
church yesterday afternoon gave a
ten at the home of Mrs. McClaskey,
407 North Fifth street.
Mrs. H. S.
Llthgow and Mrs. W. S. Holmes assisted Mrs. McClaskey In receiving
and the affair was largely attenJed
by the ludles of the church and their
friends. The house was prettily decorated In gold and white, a prominent
feature of the general scheme being
furnished by a generous supply of
yellow California poppies. Refreshments were served and the entertainment closed at 6 o'clock.

coxnxrors vxrest
STARES

IRISH PEOPLE.
London, Feb. 1. The peace preservation act (Ireland) of 1881, which
Is Included In "The Expiring Laws
Continuation
Bill,"
was
which
brought before parliament today will
be the cause of vigorous protest from
tho unionists who believe the act as
It stood was of vital Importance to
the loyal minority. When, during
the committee stage of the bill of
last year, Mr. Flynn moved the
omission from the schedule of the
peace preservation act, on the ground
that It was not only an Indignity to
Ireland but a lasting stigma on the
honor of the British ministers. Mr.
Lond, the chief secretary for Ireland,
reminded the house of commons that
Mr. Morley had made It clear at the
time that he occupied the same of
flclal position (the chief secretary of
Ireland) that he regarded the mens
ure not as a coercive act, but as a
police regulation, and in the division
which ensued only two of the cabi
net ministers supported Mr. Flynn.
Have you children

Spring Line of Clothing,
Furnishings and Shoes.
He Instructs us to Make
Room and Our

Twenty per cent Discount
,
..SALE
Ia Doing

the Work. All
Blues and Blacks Are
Reserved. Better Come
In Today, Your Size
Might be Taken in The
Rush Should You Delay.
--J-

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

TODAY

Learnard
Established

1900

&

Comb honey, 2 for
12 He can of Pumpkin
I bottle of Chow-Cho1 bottle
Pickles and 1 bottle Chili
enure ior
Buckwheat Flour, per pkg
Cream of Wheat, pkg
Mincemeat, per pkg
6 cans of Deviled Ham
2 cans of Clams
1 lb. of Walter
Baker's Cocoa..
'2 cans of Pie Pears

40c
40c

$10.00

COAL

Genuine American block, per
ton
$6.50
CcrrUlos Lump
$6.50
Anthracite Nnt
$8.50
Anthracite mixed
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
sizes
$0.50
Clean Gas Coke
$8.00

Plaited, Stylish and Fancy.

Both Phones.
The
Kfnttaner.!
Ummnrl
corner Seventh and TIJeras, will here- auer De Known as
Arm Of

Jl- -

CHAMPIONGROCERV

45c
25c

Extracted Honey for
Order by Postal.
W. P. Allen, Itox 202, Albuquerque.
11.00.

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

AiBtetatloa Offlet
TrsatMetloas

Curtat0o

118

W. R. R. Are,

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
AT TMK
COLOMBO HALL

DANCING SCHOOL

Admission

Ladles Free

50c

PuUM (UJ
& FIRST
STREET

NORTH

Stoves and Steel Ranges
HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES
TIN SHOP
In Rear of Store

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

0

0
0

o
o

0
O
0

n

I

0
Wholesale and Retail:

STAMM.

HONEY

ROSENFIEID'S,

IHBHHgiMkBgnBBII

Between Railroad and Ceppir Ave.

HARDWARE

25c

10 lbs. Nice

R.R.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

CO.

115-11- 7

25C

THE BAMBINI COMPANY.
Makes a specialty of cleaning,
pressing and repairing garments for
both ladies and gentlemen, and every
garment Is thoroughly sterilised in iu
cleansing.
Prices are satisfactory;
goods culled for and prompt delivery
made. Monthly club rates on application.
Suits made to order. t A specla'
cutter employed for this purpose.
Telephone No, 490. No. S09 West
Railroad avenue, upstairs.

AND

:::::::

'1

Our new telephone number Is El.

15c

For Information leading to the
conviction of person who broke the
hose bibbs on Silver avenue. In the
Terrace addition.

TICKETS

25c Per Pair

The Line Includes All the Newest European
Effects in Hand Embroidered, Mercerized,

.. .$2.23

W. H. HAHN & CO.

09

1rewuT).

P.

Per Pair

S9-0-

5c
11

KIEKE, Propr.

M.

2, 3 and 4 of a kind, we were able to
purchase them at half price, and place
them on sale at
1,

25
10c

THE MAIZE.
VM.

This Sample Hose was made to retail

at 50c pair. Owing to there being only

206 W. Gold Aveone

WOOD.

Y

:::::::::::::::

Lindemann,

Green Mill Wood, per load.

OS I ER

A Hundred Dczen Pair of Hose From Chicago.
They Were Purchased of Wilson Bros., and
Comprise Part of Their Immense Line of
Samples.

Do It Today

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

Extract of Vanilla....
Extract of Lemon....

i, iox.

We Have Just Received

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost.
SEE US betore you buy

ribbed Black Cat hose have trtnl
soles, heels and knees.
They are
made of the best long flbered cotton,
are fast black and will stand the
roughest wear. Only 25c a pair, at
C. May's Shoe Store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

o

Is Shipping Our Full

NOVJ

In the purchase of a Piano

Wagon Covers,

50c bottle
50c bottle

H

We can save you money

who wear out

MATINEE,
Saturday, afternoon, from 2 to 4, at
the Diiiioodluni, SOB West Railroad.
SATl'ROAY'S SPECIAL SALE.

rrnntAnv

A SALE OF SAMPLE

their stockings in no time? Our stylo
15, narrow ribbed, and style 25, wide

TRAIN ARRIVALS.
FOR SALE A good big cow, will be
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
FRESH TODAY.
RAD1S1IKS. WATER CRESS, PAR
Ing.
Sl.KV, dCIMIIEKS. . CAII.IFI)W-Elt- ,
HEAD I.ETTI-CERev. Father Tomasslni of the
GRKIA
church of the Sacred Heart yesterday CHILI. AXI) ALL NATIVE VEGEGROlost nis satchel containing severnl nr TABLES. THE MONARCH
tides of a purely religious nature. The CERY CO.
nnuer will confer a favor unon Fain
NOTICE TO ItARItKR PATROXS.
er Tomasslni as well as receive a re
ward If he or she will return the ourOn and after Sunday, February 3d,
barber shops will be closed on
satchel to the pastoral residence, at Sunday:
ao. tia topper avenue.
W. F. SWITZER.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Loudon, well
L. A. TESSIER,
Known dairy people south of the city
P. G. SANCHEZ.
are rejoicing over the arrival at their
MATINEE.
home of a bouncing baby boy, which
made Its appearance night before
Saturday afternoon, from 2 to 4, at
Hie Diiiicodiuiii, 301) West Railroad.
Mccormick.
doctor
ARE YOC GETTING GOOD BITliquor Habit Cured.
TER AND EGGS? OURS ARE AL522 West Railroad Ave.
WAYS
It EST.
THE MONARCH
GROCERY CO.

OUR EASTERN BUYER

miDAv,

Pumps. Valves, FittingsSteam and Water
SuppliesHose and Belting,
Stoves. Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.
Iron Pipe.

Maik

Orders Solicited

0
0o
o
o
o
o
o
0
0o

SSS0

mtrmmt
US. tte, It 7. mouth rirat
Btrmmt
401, 403, North

Albuquerque,

rift

iYat

3E

Mexico

2C

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents Itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when it can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies in the amount of busiIt can if
Why cannot this same record be made here?
ness written.
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It is to keep his insurance at home before he cuta bis name to the application, of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
is owned and controlled by the leading business nv-of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
CANNOT

WE

hi

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
2E

